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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, , 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41902 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE RICHARD D. GREENWOOD 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
000002
Date: 5/8/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 07:54 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 5 Case: CR-FE-2013-0002864 Current Judge: Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant: Burgess, Shayne Ray 
State of Idaho vs. Shayne Ray Burgess 
Date Code User Judge 
3/4/2013 NCRF PRSCHOKF New Case Filed - Felony Magistrate Court Clerk 
PROS PRSCHOKF Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor Magistrate Court Clerk 
CRCO TCMCCOSL Criminal Complaint Magistrate Court Clerk 
HRSC TCMCCOSL Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment Theresa Gardunia 
03/04/2013 01 :30 PM) 
ORDR TCMCCOSL Order of Release/ Count I Only Magistrate Court Clerk 
ORPD TCMILLSA Defendant: Burgess, Shayne Ray Order Magistrate Court Clerk 
Appointing Public Defender Public defender Ada 
County Public Defender 
[on the record in open court) 
ARRN TCMILLSA Hearing result for Video Arraignment scheduled Theresa Gardunia 
on 03/04/2013 01 :30 PM: Arraignment/ First 
Appearance 
CHGA TCMILLSA Judge Change: Administrative Michael Oths 
HRSC TCMILLSA Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 03/15/2013 Michael Oths 
08:30 AM) 
ORPD MADEFRJM Order Appointing Public Defender Michael Oths 
[file stamped 03/05/2013) 
ORPD MADEFRJM Order Appointing Public Defender Michael Oths 
[duplicate entry] 
CHGA TCMILLSA Judge Change: Administrative Cawthon/ Irby 
CONT TCMILLSA Continued (Preliminary 03/14/2013 08:30 AM) Cawthon / Irby 
ORPD MADEFRJM Order Appointing Public Defender Cawthon/ Irby 
[duplicate entry] 
ORPD MADEFRJM Order Appointing Public Defender Cawthon/ Irby 
[duplicate entry] 
MEMO TCWEGEKE Memo for the Record Richard D. Greenwood 
3/6/2013 MFBR TCCHRIKE Motion For Bond Reduction Cawthon/ Irby 
NOHG TCCHRIKE Notice Of Hearing Cawthon/ Irby 
RQDD TCCHRIKE Defendant's Request for Discovery Cawthon/ Irby 
3/11/2013 PHRD TCTONGES Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Cawthon/ Irby 
Discovery and Objections 
RQDS TCTONGES State/City Request for Discovery Cawthon/ Irby 
3/14/2013 CONT CCMANLHR Continued (Preliminary 04/03/2013 08:30 AM) Cathleen 
Macgregor-Irby 
NOTH CCMANLHR Notice Of Hearing Cathleen 
Macgregor-Irby 
3/21/2013 PHRD TCCHRIKE Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Cawthon/ Irby 
Discovery and Objections / First Supplemental 
4/2/2013 PHRD TCCHRIKE Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Cawthon / Irby 
Discovery and Objections I Second Supplemental 
4/3/2013 HRHD CCMANLHR Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Howard Smyser 
04/03/2013 08:30 AM: Hearing Held 
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Date: 5/8/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 07:54 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 5 Case: CR-FE-2013-0002864 Current Judge: Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant: Burgess, Shayne Ray 
State of Idaho vs. Shayne Ray Burgess 
Date Code User Judge 
4/3/2013 SOUN CCMANLHR Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Howard Smyser 
04/03/2013 08:30 AM: Bound Over (after Prelim) 
CHGB CCMANLHR Change Assigned Judge: Bind Over Howard Smyser 
HRSC CCMANLHR Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 04/09/2013 Howard Smyser 
02:00 PM) 
REDU CCMANLHR Charge Reduced Or Amended (119-2520 Howard Smyser 
Enhancement-Use of a Deadly Weapon in 
Commission of a Felony) 
AMCO CCMANLHR Amended Complaint Filed Howard Smyser 
COMT CCMANLHR Commitment Howard Smyser 
NOTH· CCMANLHR Notice Of Hearing Howard Smyser 
4/4/2013 MOTN TCCHRIKE Motionfor Preliminary Hearing Transcript Richard D. Greenwood 
4/5/2013 ORDR· TCJOHNKA Order for Preliminary Hearing Transcript Richard D. Greenwood 
4/8/2013 INFO TCTONGES Information Richard D. Greenwood 
4/9/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
04/09/2013 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Fran Morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Richard D. Greenwood 
06/25/2013 01 :30 PM) 
PLEA TCJOHNKA A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (I18-915(1)(b) Richard D. Greenwood 
{F} Assault or Battery Upon Certain 
Personnel-Aggravated Enhancement) 
PLEA TCJOHNKA A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (119-2520 Richard D. Greenwood 
Enhancement-Use of a Deadly Weapon in 
Commission of a Felony) 
PLEA TCJOHNKA A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-705 Richard D. Greenwood 
Arrests & Seizures-Resisting or Obstructing 
Officers) 
HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 07/10/2013 09:00 Richard D. Greenwood 
AM) 
4/11/2013 NOTC TCCHRIKE Notice of Preparation of Preliminary Hearing Richard D. Greenwood 
Transcript 
4/18/2013 ORDR TCJOHNKA Scheduling Order Richard D. Greenwood 
5/1/2013 TRAN TCTONGES Transcript Filed Richard D. Greenwood 
6/3/2013 RSDS TCCHRIKE State/City Response to Discovery/ Third Richard D. Greenwood 
Supplemental 
6/25/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Richard D. Greenwood 
on 06/25/2013 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Fran Morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
6/26/2013 WITN TCJOHNKA State's List of Potential Trial Witnesses Richard D. Greenwood 
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Date: 5/8/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 07:54 AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 5 Case: CR-FE-2013-0002864 Current Judge: Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant: Burgess, Shayne Ray 
State of Idaho vs. Shayne Ray Burgess 
Date Code User Judge 
7/8/2013 HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Richard D. Greenwood 
07/09/2013 02:00 PM) 
7/9/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Richard D. Greenwood 
on 07/09/2013 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Fran Morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
7/10/2013 HRVC TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
07/10/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 2 days 
7/11/2013 HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Richard D. Greenwood 
10/15/2013 01 :30 PM) 
HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/30/2013 09:00 Richard D. Greenwood 
AM) 2 days 
7/18/2013 ORDR TCJOHNKA Scheduling Order Richard D. Greenwood 
8/7/2013 RSDS TCCHRIKE State/City Response to Discovery I Fourth Richard D. Greenwood 
Addendum 
10/15/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Richard D. Greenwood 
on 10/15/2013 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Fran Casey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
10/30/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
10/30/2013 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Fran Casey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 300 pages 
HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/31/2013 09:00 Richard D. Greenwood 
AM) 
HRHD CCVILLTL Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
10/31/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 2nd day 
HRSC CCVILLTL Hearing Scheduled (Status 11/05/2013 03:00 Richard D. Greenwood 
PM) 
11/5/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Status scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
11/05/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Fran Casey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
11/13/2013 HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/18/2013 09:00 Richard D. Greenwood 
AM) 2 days 
11/15/2013 CONT TCJOHNKA Continued (Jury Trial 11/20/2013 09:00 AM) 2 Richard D. Greenwood 
days 
11/20/2013 HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/21/2013 08:30 Richard D. Greenwood 
AM) 2nd day 
HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/22/2013 09:00 Richard D. Greenwood 
AM) 3rd day 
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Date: 5/8/2014 
Time: 07:54 AM 
Page 4 of 5 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2013-0002864 Current Judge: Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant: Burgess, Shayne Ray 
User: TCWEGEKE 
State of Idaho vs. Shayne Ray Burgess 
Date Code User Judge 
11/20/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
11/20/2013 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Fran Casey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 300 pages 
11/21/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
11/21/2013 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Tiffany Fisher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
11/22/2013 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
11/22/2013 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Fran Casey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
FIGT TCJOHNKA Finding of Guilty (118-915(1 )(b) {F} Assault or Richard D. Greenwood 
Battery Upon Certain Personnel-Aggravated 
Enhancement) 
FIGT TCJOHNKA Finding of Guilty (119-2520 Enhancement-Use of Richard D. Greenwood 
a Deadly Weapon in Commission of a Felony) 
FIGT TCJOHNKA Finding of Guilty (118-705 Arrests & Richard D. Greenwood 
Seizures-Resisting or Obstructing Officers) 
STAT TCJOHNKA STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Richard D. Greenwood 
PSIO1 TCJOHNKA Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered Richard D. Greenwood 
JAIL TCJOHNKA Sentenced to Jail or Detention (I18-915(1)(b) {F} Richard D. Greenwood 
Assault or Battery Upon Certain 
Personnel-Aggravated Enhancement) 
Confinement terms: Credited time: 347 days. 
Penitentiary determinate: 4 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 3 years. 
JAIL TCJOHNKA Sentenced to Jail or Detention (119-2520 Richard D. Greenwood 
Enhancement-Use of a Deadly Weapon in 
Commission of a Felony) Confinement terms: 
Credited time: 347 days. Penitentiary 
determinate: O years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
5 years. 
JAIL TCJOHNKA Sentenced to Jail or Detention (118-705 Arrests & Richard D. Greenwood 
Seizures-Resisting or Obstructing Officers) 
Confinement terms: Credited time: 347 days. 
Penitentiary indeterminate: 1 year. 
11/25/2013 JRYI TCJOHNKA Jury Instructions Richard D. Greenwood 
VERD TCJOHNKA Verdict Form - Count I Richard D. Greenwood 
VERD TCJOHNKA Verdict Form - Count II Richard D. Greenwood 
VERD TCJOHNKA Verdict Form - Count Ill Richard D. Greenwood 
12/11/2013 MOTN TCLANGAJ Motion for Judgement of Acquittal Richard D. Greenwood 
12/19/2013 RSPN TCOLSOMC Response to Defendant's Motion for Judgment of Richard D. Greenwood 
Acquittal 
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Date: 5/8/2014 
Time: 07:54 AM 
Page 5 of 5 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2013-0002864 Current Judge: Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant: Burgess, Shayne Ray 
User: TCWEGEKE 
State of Idaho vs. Shayne Ray Burgess 
Date Code User Judge 
1/14/2014 HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Richard D. Greenwood 
01/21/2014 03:30 PM) motion for judgment of 
acquital 
1/21/2014 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Richard D. Greenwood 
on 01/21/2014 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Fran Casey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
1/22/2014 HRSC TCJOHNKA Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 02/11/2014 Richard D. Greenwood 
09:00AM) 
2/11/2014 DCHH TCJOHNKA Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Richard D. Greenwood 
02/11/2014 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Fran Casey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pages 
SNPF TCJOHNKA Sentenced To Pay Fine 240.50 charge: Richard D. Greenwood 
118-915(1 )(b) {F} Assault or Battery Upon Certain 
Personnel-Aggravated Enhancement 
SNPF TCJOHNKA Sentenced To Pay Fine 240.50 charge: 119-2520 Richard D. Greenwood 
Enhancement-Use of a Deadly Weapon in 
Commission of a Felony 
SNPF TCJOHNKA Sentenced To Pay Fine 152.50 charge: 118-705 Richard D. Greenwood 
Arrests & Seizures-Resisting or Obstructing 
Officers 
JCOC DCTAYLME Judgment Of Conviction & Order Of Commitment Richard D. Greenwood 
2/26/2014 NOTA TCCHRIKE NOTICE OF APPEAL Richard D. Greenwood 
APSC TCCHRIKE Appealed To The Supreme Court Richard D. Greenwood 
3/14/2014 ORDR TCPATAKA Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Richard D. Greenwood 
on Direct Appeal 
5/7/2014 NOTC TCWEGEKE (2) Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court Richard D. Greenwood 
No. 41902 
000007
... 
rm NO. I \ ' ;-. " ?1t.ED A.M.~.U...--P.M. ___ _ 
DR# 13-000734 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Kari L Higbee 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
CHRISTOPHER n. RICH, Clerk 
By STORMY r. ,cCORMACI< 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
COMPLAINT 
Burgess's DOB:
Burgess's SSN: 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this ~y of March 2013, Kari L 
Higbee, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
being first duly sworn; complains and says: that SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about 
the 2nd day of March, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: 
I. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT ON CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, 
FELONY, I.~. §18-915(1), 901(b) and II. RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, 
MISDEMEANOR, I.C. § 18-705 as follows: 
COMPLAINT (BURGESS), Page 1 
000008
COUNT! 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State ofldaho, did intentionally, unlawfully!".~arent. r 
abili~, threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person o~~ f-C.· 
oo s y holding a knife in a threatening manner~i~a~~ 
fear in Trooper Tulleners that such violence was imminent, where the Defendant knew or 
had reason to know that Trooper Tulleners was a State Trooper, and did commit said assault 
while Trooper Tulleners was engaged in the performance of his duties. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct, resist and/or delay a 
public officer, to-wit: Idaho State Trooper Tulleners, in the discharge of a duty of his 
office, by refusing to obey lawful commands to drop the knife he was holding. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this !/1,aay of March 2013. 
Magistrate 
COMPLAINT (BURGESS), Page 2 
f G._ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PROSECUTOR==e: 
COMPLAINING WITNESS _________ _ 
JUDGE 
0 BERECZ 
0 BIETER 
0 CAWTHON 
0 COMSTOCK 
D DAY 
0 GARDUNIA 
0 HARRIGFELD 
0 HAWLEY 
0 HICKS 
D 
D 
COMMENTS 
~ ~ENrs WARRANT 
LE 5(8) 
0 FUGITIVE 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
ij 
D 
MacGREGOR-IRBY 
MANWEILER 
McDANIEL 
MINDER 
OTHS 
REARDON 
STECKEL 
SWAIN 
WATKINS 
0 MOTION & ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
CASE NO. :fe:: c)D);3,-a-fl::H 
CLERK \-\ , tAo..n \fe{ 
DATE 3 I 4 / 2013 
CASE ID. St~ {R)l/13 
CO~RTROOM zoq 
STATUS 
TIME l~ 
BEG.~d-
END~'f 
PC FOUND=~~:.(__,_ _______ _ I STATE swo~~ 2. COMPLAINT SIGNED 
AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
0 AFFIDAVIT SIGNED 
D JUDICIAL NOTIC!IAKEN IX! NO PC FOUND _,{!;-:1--_.I....._ ____ _ 
0 EXONERATE BOND 
0 SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
0 WARRANT ISSUED 0 BOND SET$ ________ _ 
0 NOCONTACT 
D.R.# __________ _ 
0 DISMISS CASE 
~ INCUSTODY 
[REV 12-2011) 
000010
L. I\. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
-
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. t£ a<?l,3- dE(al..{ 
vs. 
ORDER OF RELEASE 
Prosecuting Agency: 
Defendant. )& Ada County D Boise D Eagle 
D Garden City D Meridian 
* * * * 
TO THE SHERIFF OF ADA COUNTY OF THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named Defendant be released from custody 
DATED:_"3_j~f/) ___; '3 ___ _ 
7 
ORDER OF RELEASE [REV 11-2010] 
000011
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PROSECUT~-~ 
COMPLAINING WITNESS _________ _ 
JUDGE 
D BERECZ 
0 BIETER 
0 CAWTHON 
0 COMSTOCK 
0 DAY 
0 GARDUNIA 
0 HARRIGFELD 
0 HAWLEY 
0 HICKS 
D 
D 
COMMENTS 
D AGENT'S WARRANT 
0 RULE 5CB} 
0 FUGITIVE 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
ij 
D 
MacGREGOR-IRBY 
MANWEILER 
McDANIEL 
MINDER 
OTHS 
REARDON 
STECKEL 
SWAIN 
WATKINS 
0 MOTION & ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
---CASE NO. :re 2(:j?>- d°KbY 
CLERK \j , ~Q.n \fe:( 
DATE 3 I 4 / 2013 TIME \ao). 
cAsE 1D. St~ Q&:)413 BEG.~ l d-Oa4,4 
COURTROOM __ .2;;....0_q __ END \ 1..Cl:,oD 
STATUS 
): ~bA;5u~~o~~ ~b ~ COMPLAINT SIGNED 
0 AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
0 AFFIDAVIT SIGNED 
0 JUDICIAL NOTICE TAKEN 
0 NO PC FOUND _______ _ 
. 0 EXONERATE BOND 
0 SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
0 WARRANT ISSUED 0 BOND SET$ ________ _ 
0 NOCONTACT 
D.R.# __________ _ 
0 DISMISS CASE 
~ INCUSTODY 
[REV 12-2011] 
000012
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
Shayne Ray Burgess CR-FE-2013-0002864 DOB
Scheduled Event: Video Arraignment Monday, March 04, 2013 01 :30 PM 
Judge: Theresa Gardunia Clerk: Sb,,_ Interpreter: ________ _ 
Prosecuting Agency: UC _BC EA _GC _MC Pros: fY\_ w l Nc....t-\E67e;:e 
PD/ Attorney: & ~'\ 
• 1 I18-915(1)(b) F Assault or Battery Upon Certain Personnel-Aggravated Enhancement F 
• 2 118-705 Arrests & Seizures-Resisting or Obstructing Officers M 
I '50 d0 Case Called Defendant: ~ Present Not Present __lS_ In Custody 
__L Advised of Rights __ Waived Rights ~ PD Appointed __ Waived Attorney 
__ Guilty Plea / PV Admit N/G Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty 
"f.__ Bond $ 'l 501 DO{) ~ ROR __ Pay/ Stay __ Payment Agreement 
In Chambers PT Memo __ Written Guilty Plea __ No Contact Order 
Finish Release Defendant 
CR-FE-2013-0002864 
000013
~---,-_. ____ .. 
NO. -
" ' ·· A.M.-.'-t'"1=====-~Fll.£0-;;:.PM~)dCJ==--[f--
, ,,. Mi 
MAff O 4 2013 
~ER D. RICH, Clerk 
By~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
Criminal Court - Traffic Division 
200 W. Front St. 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
MEMO FOR .THE RECORD 
Date: 3-L{-1~ 
Defendant: ~l\e.,.., ~ ~&:> 
Subject: 
-------------------------
J1JDGE,~/ 
6Af(3 \ 
Ge.~ MEMO FOR THE RECORD 
.... 
[REV 9-2001] 
000014
NO·-----:..=::----,~--
A.M, ____ ~ILED ...... M df?,6 L 
MAR O 5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TH~Y CORRINE PRESLEY 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA oePurv 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
) 
~ Case No: CR-FE-2013-0002864 
) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
~f~~~eN~~t~~~~t~t 16 ~ AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING 
Payette, ID 83661 ) JI.) Ada D Boise D Eagle D Garden City D Meridian 
______ D_e_fe_n_d_an_t_. ___________ ) 
TO: Ada County Public Defender 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District 
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for: ' 
Preliminary .... Thursday, March 14, 2013 .... 08:30 AM 
Judge: Cawthon I Irby 
BONDAMOUNT: ____ _ The Defendant is: D In Custody D Released on Bail D ROR 
TO: The above named defendant 
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's 
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287-7400. If the defendant is unable to 
post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the 
Ada County Public Defender. 
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply with 
Rule 16 I.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE 
AND/ OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY 
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST. 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this dat 
Defendant: Mailed __ Hand Delivered ~ Signature ----=-----~~~f..!.._~....J.,---r---,.,, 
Phone.__-L---------"'9L--,,,:::C..,F'---l-j 
Clerk/ date 
Prosecutor: Interdepartmental Mail ..t!},/Pt1 }/ t1 r)3.. 
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail ~ eJ :;,/ ~ ~ 3,... 
u~,.£a~~ 
·r--~-\ 
000015
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
NO.------=:FILE~i--tL-\~-:::r::=--
A.M.----' t-
MAR O 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SARA WRIGHT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
L 
COMES NOW, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, the above-named defendant, by and 
through counsel REED G SMITH, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court 
for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so 
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such 
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right to 
bail. 
DATED, Wednesday, March 06, 2013. 
REEDGSMI 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, March 06, 2013, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: · 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
000016
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 · 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
NO----~-+~i---=-c=--FILED "'" A.M. ___ _,-,,M _ , 
MARO 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By SARA WRIGHT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a 
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on 
Thursday, March 14, 2013, at the hour of 08:30 AM , in the courtroom of the above-entitled 
court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED, Wednesday, March 06, 2013. Rll:tt 
REED G SMITH 1 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, March 06, 2013, I mailed a true and correct 
copy oft4e within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
11.v.-----:F=::-ILEO-;:;:;----rt\-\"":::::;:::--::=,--
A.M.-----' ·M ) 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 MAR O 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By SARA WRIGHT 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7 409 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ST~TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY vs. 
-
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery 
and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials: 
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or 
control, or which thereafter comes into his possyssion or control, which tends to 
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR 
16(a). 
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement 
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, 
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. · · 
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney. 
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 
5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR l 6(b )( 4) in the 
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant 
or co-defendant. · 
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6) All reports of physical or mental examinations ana of scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce 
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence_ at trial or 
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and 
the witness' qualifications. 
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
ll)Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials 
during the course of their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover 
with due diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the 
within instrument. 
DATED, Wednesday, March 06, 2013. 
REEDGSMITH 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, March 06, 2013, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brett B. Judd 
Deputy Pro~ecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ldah9 83702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
.l (D FILED P.M.----
~~A~ 1 1 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By E.LAINE TONG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW, Brett :a. Judd, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, 
State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecutio:q can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
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) 
file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement c;>f Def end ant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known st.atements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
. . . 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exists 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in booking sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exists. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. ])ocuments and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 1 through 16. Pursuant to I.C.R. 
16( d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted 
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings 
when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or 
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or 
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or 
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the 
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be 
shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it_ receives photographs, maps, 
charts· or diagrams, if any exist, in this case. 
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5. Reports of E~aminations and Tests: 
Jsa The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the 
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided to 
defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared 
with the defendant. 
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
· ~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described 
above in subparagraph 6 above. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements . and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. OBJECTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
Response. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.RE. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as 
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in violation 
of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is required, that 
this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
[8] NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
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·1 
[ID A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
· D Other 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this / 0 day of March 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ 11 day of March 2013, I caused to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary He~ng Response to Request for Discovery and 
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Reed Smith, Ada County Public Defender 
Q By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
X) By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
/ Q By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
Q By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
Q By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
!fl;~.~ 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brett B. Judd 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7709 
~- lD FILED P.M ___ _ 
MAR 11 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
cePUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
TO THE AAOVE NAMED DEFENJ)ANT: 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal 
Rules, requests Discovery and inspection of the following: 
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects: 
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph books, papers, 
do_cuments, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are within the 
possession, custody qr control of the defendant, and which the defendant intends to introduce in 
evidence at trial. 
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(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and copy or 
photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or 
experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control 
of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in evidence at the trial, or which were 
prepared 1;,y a witness whom the defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or reports 
relate to testimony Qf the witness. 
(3) Defense Witnesses: 
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and 
addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to call at trial. 
(4) Expert Witnesses: 
The prosecution requests the defendant to provide a written summary or report of any 
testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(c)(4), including 
the facts and data supporting the opinion and the witness's qualifications. 
(5) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the defendant 
state in writing within ten (10)" days any specific place or places at which the· defendant claims to 
have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and addresses of the witnesses upon 
whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi. 
DATED this IQ_ day of March 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Br:tf? 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I U:EREBY CERTIFY that on this j rday of March 2013, I caused to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery upon the individual(s) named l;,elow in 
the manner noted: 
Reed Smith, Ada County Public Defender 
CJ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
~·By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
CJ By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
CJ By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (BURGESS), Page 3 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
FILED 6 \ '1, ls AT 
---
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
C~ DISTRICT COURT 
BY ~ , puty 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
) 
) PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE / MINUTE SHEET 
Plaintiff, ~ Case Number --=fE -~13- ~'thL/ 
~ Case Called XP:J 9, l ~d-\ 
~ ~ Ada O Special _}s....,_,,,;....:.•--=_j::.......:;_u_~~-----
Defendant. ) ~ '\) ~ O' Attorney __ "---·~~-~~--------
Defendant: ~esent O Not Present ~n Custody ______ "fJ PD Appoil ,ted O Waived Attorney 
O Advised of Rights O Waived Rights O In Chambers O Interpreter ____________ _ 
O Bond $_____ O Motion for Bond Reduction Denied/ Granted ____________ _ 
O AmenJtcf'6~aint Filed O Complaint Amended by lnterlineation O Reading of Complaint Waived 
O State/ Defense/ Mutual Request for Continuance __________________ _ 
O State/ Defense Objection / No Objection to Continuance ________________ _ 
'{JCase continued to t.\..-j)-:\3, at '8 :3o ~ for _1?_ ..... t\ ________ _ 
O Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing O Hearing Held O Commitment Signed 
O Case Bound Over to Judge ___________ on _______ at ____ am/pm 
O Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion O Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court 
DATED 3/J'-I )/3 By:_.._~ ..............  ______.__ ______ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows: s j 
Defendant ~nd Delivered Signature ~ ~b £,a~ 
Defense Attorney 
Public Defender 
Prosecutor 
O Hand Delivered 
O Hand Delivered 
~nd Delivered 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET 
Clerk_& _______ Date ,-?jlt/k 
o [REV 12-2010] 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brett B. Judd 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO. ___ -,;;;;;;;--J.f!}-~--
A.M. ____ F_1L~.M I~ 
MAR 2 1 2013 
CHRIS'( UPfiER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW, Brett B. Judd, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, 
State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exists 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in booking sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exists. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 17 through 19. Pursuant to I.C.R. 
16( d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted 
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings 
when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or 
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or 
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or 
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the 
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be 
shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps, 
charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case. 
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the 
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided to 
defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared 
with the defendant. 
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
p The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described 
above in subparagraph 6 above. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. OBJECTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
Response. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.R.E. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as 
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in violation 
of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is required, that 
this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
[R] NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
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[8] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
D Other 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 4day of March 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d, { day of March 2013, I caused to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and 
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Reed Smith, Ada County Public Defender 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
'jJ By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
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GREG H. BO\VER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brett B. Judd 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room-3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO. ___ ---;;ii"im'"--~;2_-
F1Leo ~ A.M. ____ 1P.M ::-
APR O 2 2013 
CHAISTOPliEA D. RICH, Clerk 
Ely KAiRINA CHrns·reNSEN 
OEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS 
_______________ ) 
COMES NOW, Brett B. Judd, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, 
State of, Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exists 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in booking sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exists. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 20 through 60. Pursuant to I.C.R. 
16( d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted 
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings 
when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or 
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or 
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or 
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the 
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be 
shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps, 
charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case. 
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the 
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of nee.d. The State has provided to 
defense counsel a ~eparate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared 
with the d~fendant. 
7. Ex1-·ert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
ij The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described 
above in subparagraph 6 above. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are speci~ cally identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. O:P~CTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
~esponse. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.RE. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as. 
~ . . 
a witness at a l~earing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
\.~,,:4 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in violation 
of state or federal law as follows and request,s that if this Court rules that disclosure is required, that 
this Court also issue a protective· order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
l:&I NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
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[8] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files' and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
D Other 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this -,---2.__day of April 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
BrettB. Ju 
Deputy osecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2 day of April 2013, I caused to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Second Supplemental Preliminary Hearing Response to 
Request for Dis~overy and Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Reed Smith, Ada County Public Defender 
Cl ·By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
X)By depositing copies of the same in the ~terdepartmental Mail. _ 
/ CJ By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
CJ By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
Cl By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
(52M,~p 
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Judge Smyser for Judge Cawthon Manley 040313 Courtroom204 
Time Speaker Note 
1:30:29 PM jDefendant Shayne Ray Burgess FE-2013-2684 
..... f:'36':40 PM jState ............................ Brettt Judd, AC Prosecutor 
1 :31 :07 PM jDefense Reed Smith Attorney for the Defense 
......................................... 
1:31:11 PM \Judge Judge Howard Smyser for Judge Cawthon 
............................... 
!Defendant 1:31:14PM Shayne Ray Burgess Present in Custody of Ada 
\County Jail 
................................................ + ............. 
1:31:15PM l Brettt Judd, AC Prosecutor I Files an amended complaint 
! 
......................... i States Witness #1 jScott Tulliners, Sworn . ........ 1:33:04 PM 
......................................... 
i Reed Smith Attorney for the lstip to 'officers qualifications 1:33:08 PM 
Defense 
1:33:13PM Brettt Judd, AC Prosecutor !Direct Examination of the Witness 
......... .. ..... 
1:33:13 PM jScott Tulliners jfollowed for about 12 miles 
................................................................................................ 
1 :34:04 PM Scott Tulliners i he is here today 
.................................... 
1:34:15 PM Scott Tulliners jhe said he wanted us to shoot him 
................................................ ........................................... 
1:34:33 PM Scott Tulliners i He had a knife 
1 :35:03 PM jScott Tulliners i Driver was female 
.... 1. :36:_05 __ PM .J Scott __ Tulliners i Bateman deployed the tazer 
1:36:19PM Scott Tulliners I thought he was attacking Bateman, I actually 
stated to squeeze the trigger, but he fell backwards 
1:37:10PM j Reed Smith Attorney for the I Cross Examination of the Witness 
·Defense : 
......................................... 
1:37:10PM Scott Tulliners I reviewed the video prior to coming today 
........... . ............ ................. 
1:39:34 PM Scott Tulliners He only lunged at Officer Bateman 
....................................... 
1:40:33 PM Scott Tulliners He said he wanted us to kill him 
....................................... .. ................ 
1:41:08 PM Judge Howard Smyser jallows the answer 
1:41:25 PM · Reed Smith Attorney for the I Hands the witness something 
Defense 
............. ........................... 
1:41:51 PM Scott Tulliners I I'm reviewing my PC Affidavit 
·····1 :42: 19 PM l Brettt Judc{"°Ac Prosecutor \Objection - relevance 
....................... .;. ......................................... 
1 :42:28 PM jJudge Howard Smyser jResponse 
.... ; :::::: .. :: l B~:: J;ud:.::p::::::~:~r j I do not have that report \Objection -asked and answered 
1 :43:45 PM JJudge Howard Smyser 
.0, ................................. ! It was asked and answered 
~'.!!:!:-~~1:~;!~~~i~~:c Prosecutor jKnife is in evidence, photos were taken l Re-Direct Examination of the Witness 
... 
1:46:47 PM ! Scott Tulliners I Nothing further, witness steps down 
1:47:15PM i States Witness #2 jOfficer Brett Bater_:nan, Sworn 
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Judge Smyser for Judge Cawthon Manley 040313 Courtroom204 
1 :48:05 PM jReed Smith Attorney for the !Stip to qualifications 
IDefense 
................................................ ,00 ....................................... _____ _... __ 
1 :48:21 PM IBrettt Judd, AC Prosecutor !Direct Examination of the Witness 
1 :48:21 PM !Officer Brett Bateman !3-2-13 called to a ISP Pursuit 
... T:49:23 PM jOfficer B'reff'B __ a_t-em_a_n __ -;l-B-u-rg_e_s,_s_lu_n_g_e_d_a_t _m_e_, -he-ha_d_a_k_n-ife _____ .. 
1 :49:49 PM jOfficer Brett Bateman jknife came within 36 inches of my face 
1 :50:32 PM fofficer Brett Bateman 11 reapproached with my tazer and deployed it 
Defense l 
..... f:50:44 PM .. ·1·;·Reecf'smifr1 Attorney for the jcross Examination of the Witness 
..... f: 50:44 PM ... ,'officer Brett Bateman 'f'H_e _w_a_s_o_n_b_o-.th_f_e_e_t b-u-t-in_a_h_u-nc_h_e_d_p_o_s-iti_o_n--1 
: : 
1 :52:14 PM lofficer Brett Bateman lHe was saying "Kill me, shoot me now" 
1 :53:40 PM !Officer Brett Bateman !Other officicers had deadly weapons drawn 
.. ~..'.~~~~~.:~l Brett! Judd, AC Prosecutor !Objection 
1 :53:55 PM jJudge Howard Smyser jYou may answer the question 
1 :54:05 PM fOfficer BretfBateman .... !' was waiting for the boom 
1 :54:28 PM 10fficer Brett Bateman p feel there was an immanent threat 
1 :55:40 PM IBrettt Judd, AC Prosecutor !Objection 
.... f.55')f3 ... p'fvf .. lReed Smith Attorney for the i Response 
jDefense ' 
1 :55:46 PM jJudge Howard Smyser !he has the ability to testify to things he saw 
1:57:17 PM IBrettt Judd, AC Prosecutor [objection , 
1 :57: 18 PM jJudge .. Howard_S_m_y_s_e_r __ ..... !s_u_st_a __ in_e_d ______________ -1 
2:00:05 PM IBrettt Judd, AC Prosecutor ire-Direct Examination of the Witness 
.... i.00:08 .. _PM _jOffi'cer ... Brett .. Bate_m_a_n __ ---;-fN_ ... o_th_i_ng_fu_rt_h_e_r,_w_it_n_e_ss_st_e_ps __ d_ow_n ____ -1 
2:00:31 PM !State Rests 
... I:.66':.~ff·P·M ........ _______ .... l_S-ubmits and reserves rebuttal !-=========+--........ _________________________ , 
2:00:47 PM jSubmits 
........................................ __,...,---------+-------------------! 
2:00:52 PM Judge Howard Smyser jFinds PC 
......................................................................................... __________________ ................. _____ , 
2:02:02 PM 
4/3/2013 
Judge Finds PC, Case Bound Over to Judge 
Greenwood 4-9-13 at 2:00 pm Commitment Signed 
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DR# 13-000734 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brett B. Judd 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO,----=~~=---
A.M, ___ FIL£l>_,M_,3,_llll-',~.___-
APR O 3 2013 
c~OPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By (;A 
'fiEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. .) 
__________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 
Burgess's DOB
Burgess's SSN
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this_ day of April 2013, Brett1B. Judd, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, b1eing first' 
duly sworn, complains and says: that SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about thJ 2nd day 
of March, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crJes of: I. 
AGGRAVAIBD ASSAULT ON CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSpNNEL, 
FELONY, I.C. §18-915(1), 901(b) II. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON F THE 
CO:MlvllSSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, I.C. §19-2520 and III. RESISTING OR 
OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-705 as follows: 
AMENDED COMPLAINT (BURGESS), Page 1 
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COUNT! 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did intentionally, unlawfully and with apparent 
ability, threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Meridian Police 
Officer Bateman by holding a knife in a threatening manner and lunging toward him which 
created a well-founded fear in Officer Bateman that such violence was imminent, where the 
Defendant knew or had reason to know that Officer Bateman was a Meridian Police 
Officer, and did commit said assault while Officer Bateman was engaged in the 
performance of his duties. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did threaten, or attempt or both, to use a 
weapon, to-wit: a knife in the commission of the crime alleged in Count I. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct, resist and/or delay a 
public officer, to-wit: Idaho State Trooper Tulleners, in the discharge of a duty of his 
office, by refusing to obey lawful commands to drop the knife he was holding. 
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All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this 1-_ day of April 2013. 
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'" 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
BrettB. Judd 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
NO·----i::;:-:::::--ri~fj-~--
A.M. ____ _..Fl~ ..... agi.{:).:,,,,c_ _ 
APR O 3 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, · 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
COMMITMENT 
Defendant's DOB:
Defendant's SSN: 
THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, having been 
brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the 3 · day of 
_f\w-'--'-1..-r\_· _\ __ ,. 2013, on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. AGGRAVATED 
ASSAULT ON CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, FELONY, LC. §18-
915(1), 901(b) II. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN THE COMMISSION OF A 
COMMITMENT (BURGESS), Page 1 
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CRil.\1E, FELONY, LC. §19-2520 and III. RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, 
MISDEivIBANOR, LC. §18-705 as follows: 
COUNT! 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did intentionally, unlawfully and with apparent 
ability, threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Meridian Police 
Officer Bateman by holding a knife in a threatening manner which created a well-founded 
fear in Officer Bateman that such violence was imminent, where the Defendant knew or had 
reason to know that Officer Bateman was a Meridian Police Officer, and did commit said 
assal,llt while Officer Bateman was engaged in the performance of his duties. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did threaten, or attempt or both, to use a 
weapon, to-wit: a knife in the commission of the crime alleged in Count L 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Id~o, did willfully obstruct, resist and/or delay a 
public officer, to-wit: Idaho State Trooper Tulleners, in the discharge of a duty of his 
office, by refusing to obey lawful commands to drop the knife he was holding. 
The Defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary 
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as 
set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged. 
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WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the 
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of$ _\ _S'\)~1,__lli):2~-----
DATED this ]_day of ~.J',\ , 2013. 
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FILED 3-73 AT~.M. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET 
Plaintiff, 
---Case Number-~ ~)~.; :J8bL/ 
~e,~~ CaseCalled~J,-~ f 31¥1 
Defendant. 
)a Ada D Special ___________ _ 
§)Attorney g_ .,;)~ 
Defendant: p Present D Not Present ~ In Custody______ D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter ____________ _ 
D Bond $--r,-,-=---- D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied/ Granted ____________ _ 
\SU;uro 
D Amended Complaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
D State/ Defense I Mutual Request for Continuance ___________________ _ 
D State/ Defense Objection/ No Objection to Continuance _________________ _ 
D Case continued to _________ at ____ am/pm for ___________ _ 
D Commitment Signed 
on Y-q~f3 at Q;-o 
D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing )OHearing Held 
D Case Bound Over to Judgeff feeo IY'.)Od, ~ 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
DATED 4_,~3. :;R~CH, Clerk of the District Court 
~Y Clerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows: ( 
Defendant ¢and Delivered Signature ~ ~~ 
Defense Attorney 
Public Defender 
Prosecutor 
D Hand Delivered 
D Hand Delivered 
¢and Delivered 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET 
Clerk~ _________ Date 
[REV 12-2010] 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
NO rJ 
A.M ____ F1 ... u!:t-t-1-----
APR O 4 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW, Shayne Ray Burgess, the defendant above-named, by and through 
counsel of the Ada County Public Defender's office, ERIC R. ROLFSEN, and moves this Court 
pursuant to ICR 5.l(d) for an ORDER providing typewritten transcripts of the preliminary 
hearing proceedings, which were held April 3, 2013, as they are essential and necessary for filing 
pretrial motions. The defendant, being indigent, also requests that the transcripts be prepared at 
the cost of Ada County, and as soon as possible. 
DATED, Thursday, April 04, 2013. 
ERIC{lrOLF~ 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, April 04, 2013, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to the Ada County Transcript Coordinator by placing said same in 
the Interdepartmental Mail. 
~ MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
NO. ----F-IL~,~:a) AJA. 
APR O 5 2013 
CHRlSTOPHEA D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATHY JOHNSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
ORDER FOR PRELIMINARY 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
For good cause appearing, this Court hereby grants Defendant's Motion for Preliminary 
Hearing Transcript. Pursuant to ICR 5 .1 ( d), a typewritten transcript of the preliminary hearing 
held April 3, 2013, shall be prepared at the expense of Ada County, and as soon as possible. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED, this 5'#day of April 2013. 
ORDER FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
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. ., 
t.trf ~ •. · 
~,; NO.-----:F::;;-IL;;:;::ED:---2---:::r--: 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
A.M.----' .M 
APR O 8 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHFIISTENSEI\J DEPur, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
INFORMATION 
Defendant's DOB
Defendant's SSN: 
GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes 
now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that SHAYNE RAY BURGESS is 
accused by this Information of the crimes of: I. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT ON 
CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEivlENT PERSONNEL, FELONY, LC. §18-915(1), 901(b) II. 
USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN THE CO1™ISSION OF A CRiivlE, FELONY, LC. 
§19-2520 and III. RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEivlEANOR, LC. 
§ 18-705 which crimes were committed as follows: 
INFORMATION (BURGESS), Page 1 
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COUNT! 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did intentionally, unlawfully and with apparent 
ability, threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Meridian Police 
Officer Bateman by holding a knife in a threatening manner which created a well-founded 
fear in Officer Bateman that such violence was imminent, where the Defendant knew or had 
reason to know that Officer Bateman was a Meridian Police Officer, and did commit said 
assault while Officer Bateman was engaged in the performance of his duties. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did threaten, or attempt or both, to use a 
weapon, to-wit: a knife in the commission of the crime alleged in Count I. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct, resist and/or delay a 
public officer, to-wit: Idaho State Trooper Tulleners, in the discharge of a duty of his 
office, by refusing to obey lawful commands to drop the knife he was holding. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Ada Co Prosecuting Attorney 
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User: PRCURTAH 
Friday, March 8, 2013 
Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
Photo Taken: 2013-03-02 I I :0 I :00 
Name: BURGESS, SHAYNE RAY 
Case#: CR-FE-2013-0002864 
LE Number: I 050743 DOB: SSN:
Weight: 140 Height: 510 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
Sex: M Race: B Eye Color: BRO Hair Color: BLK Facial Hair: 
Marks: SHOULDER, LEFT 
Scars: 
Tattoos: 
.RE\INST ALLS\InHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\SheriffiSHF MugshotProsecutor.r~ 
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Greenwood K Johnson 04.09.13 F Morris Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
.... 2:01 .. :.25 .. PM ... L .................. ,___ !Arraignments 
2:01 :32 PM i [cRFE13.0'2_s_4_4 _-........ :·· .. sfoife .. ·;;·: .. Jeiiiia .. ·c·a·6ai.ie.ro ........ 
. ----..--..;-.......................................... ____ .................................................... , __ _ 
2:01 :34 PM \ CRFE13.02063 State v. Daniel Hermosillo 
................................................ · ............................................. __ ...................................................................................... .. 
2:01 :37 PM CRFE13.00857 State v. Chad Pomerenke 
................................................................................... ____ , ......................................................................................... _______ ...................................... . 
.... ?..:.9. .. ~ .. :.9-.~ ... ~.~ ........................ ___ ----1.~.~~.§.~:.~.:.~.~.~.~.~.............. State v. ~.~.~.~!.?.: .. Y~.~~.~.~ .........................................  
2:01:41 PM , ___ CRFE13.02331 Statev. Cort Graves 
2:01:49 PM ! ,___ [CRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
.... ~f:'o·f·so' .. PM Court jAII present. ................................... .. .................................................... . 
::::?i:9.5:I~:::~:M Co~.~::::::::::::::::::::: .................................. '[Acivi'ses .. the .. d'eft .. of their arraignment rights: ................. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
2:06:32 PM End. l 
... 2:.06.:32 .. PM ... l .......................................................................... · ..................... __ ...................................................................................... , __ ........................................  
2:06:32 PM j 
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Greenwood K Johnson 04.09.13 F Morris Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
2:21:13 PM ! CRFE13.02864 State v. Shayn~--~~~~-~-~-~ ...................................... . 
2 :21 : 15 PM 1 Court Calls case deft present in custody with counsel Eric 
1 Rolfsen. State's atty Brent Ferguson. 
--------- ··························--2:21 :33 PM !Defendant Waives formal reading. True name spelled correctly. 
i 
i 
................................................ J, .................................... ·----·· ...................................................................... --- ___ ., .................................................................. . 
2:22:00 PM I Court Advises the deft of the charges and the possible penalties. 
~ 
----------················································ .. ········· 2:22:56 PM \Defendant Understands the penalties and his rights. I-========= : --············· ...............................................................................................................................................................................................  
2:23:33 PM !Public Defender Not guilty. 
2:23:35 PM jstate Attorney -----············ .. ·········· .............................. . 2 days. Mr. Medema's case. 
····;f23·:'4{:j"" PM l Perso·n·aT°At-to-r-ne-y--· c·o·n·c"i:i.ii:··················---------·························· .......................................... . 
2:23:56 PM l,.Court ·····1Jf July 10, 20°f3. at 9/;00 am and PT june 25, 201'j··arf:·3"5"· 
!pm. 
2:24:28 PM !Court...................... . ...... !Adcfres·se·s··ffie deft to stay in ... co"i,fiicfwiffi .. his··atty:···· .......................... . 
2:24:37 PM iEnd. j ................................................................................................ . 
2:24:37 PM i i ............................................................................  
: : 
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NO. ___ ---;;;;-;:;:_-r)+-l--~-i-t9~--
A.M ____ F1L_rE~-M ={--::_., 
APR 11 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
Ey RAE ANM NIXON 
Dt!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. CRFE-2013- 0002864 
) 
) NOTICE OF PREPARATION 
) OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
) TRANSCRIPT 
_______________ ) 
An Order for transcript was filed in the above-entitled matter on April 5, 2013, and a copy of said 
Order was received by the Transcription Department on April 8, 2013. I certify the estimated cost 
of preparation of the transcript to be: 
Type of Hearing: Preliminary Hearing 
Date of Hearing: April 3, 2013 Judge: Howard Smyser 
36 Pages x $3.25 = $117.00 
In this case, the Ada County Public Defender's Office has agreed to pay for the cost of the transcript 
fee upon completion of the transcript. 
The Transcription Department will prepare the transcript and file it with the Clerk of the District 
Court within thirty (30) days (or expedited days) from the date of this notice. The transcriber may 
make application to the District Judge for an extension of time in which to prepare the transcript. 
Date: April 10, 2013 
Rae Ann Nixon 
Transcript Coordinator 
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT - Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on April 10, 2013, a true and correct copy of the Notice of Preparation of Transcript 
was forwarded to Defendant's attorney ofrecord, by first class mail, at: 
Ada Co. Public Defender 
200 W. Front St. Ste. 1107 
Boise ID 83702 
ERIC ROLFSEN 
Transcript Coordinator 
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT- Page 2 
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., 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TMR t 8 2013 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
• I By KATHY JOHNSON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
DEPUTY 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
This matter came before the court on Tuesday, April 9, 2013 for arraignment 
and with the defendant pleading not guilty the Court set this matter for Tuesday, 
June 25, 2013 at 01 :30 PM for a Pretrial Conference and Wednesday, July 10, 2013 
at 09:00 AM for a Jury Trial of the above named Defendant, SHAYNE RAY 
BURGESS. The attorneys present were: 
For the State: Jonathan Medema 
For the Defendant: Eric R Rolfsen 
The Defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The 
court instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. 
Pursuant to ICR 12 and ICR 18 the court hereby orders that the attorneys and 
Defendant shall comply with the following scheduling or~er: 
1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The 2 day jury trial of this action shall commence before 
this court on July 10, 2013, at 9:00 a.m. 
2) Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6) that an alternate judge may 
be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of 
potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G.D. Carey 
Hon. Gregory M. Culet 
Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. Renae Hoff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Hon. James Judd 
Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Michael McLaughlin 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 1 of 4 
Hon. James C. Morfitt 
Justice Gerald Schroeder 
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Justice Linda Copple Trout 
Hon. Darla Williamson 
Hon. W. H. Woodland 
All Sitting Fourth District Judges 
000054
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification 
without cause under Rule 25(a)(1 ), each party shall have the right to file one 
(1) motion for disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later 
than fourteen (14) days after service of this written notice listing the alternate 
judge. 
3) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties and the Defendant shall 
appear before this court on June 25, 2013, at 1 :30 p.m. for the pre-trial 
conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement possibilities 
pursuant to ICR 18. Failure of the Defendant to appear at this pre-trial 
conference will result in a forfeiture of bail and a bench warrant shall be 
issued by the court. 
Each party shall be required to serve on all other parties and file with 
the Court a complete list of exhibits and witnesses in accordance with 
I.R.C.P. 16(h). Exhibit and witness lists shall also be submitted to the Court 
via email at kajohnson@adaweb.net. 
4) JURY INSTRUCTIONS: The parties shall submit all proposed jury 
instructions to the court on or before the pre-trial conference. Requested 
instructions shall also be submitted to the Court via email at 
mtaylor@adaweb.net. It is sufficient for the parties to identify unmodified 
pattern instructions by number. 
5) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this order will subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including but not limited to, costs, and 
reasonable attorney fees and jury costs. A party may be excused from strict 
compliance with any provisions of this Order only upon showing good cause. 
6) CONTINUANCES: The court will not grant continuances unless good cause 
exists and all the parties waive their right to speedy trial. 
DATED thisqday of April, 
District Judge 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 2 of 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this ®ay of April, 2013, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 3 of 4 
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EXHIBIT LIST 
Before the date set for the pretrial conference, the parties shall contact the clerk for 
assignment of exhibit numbers. 
Richard D. Greenwood, DISTRICT JUDGE 
Kathy Johnson, DEPUTY CLERK 
Fran Morris, COURT REPORTER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS 
NO DESCRIPTION 
1 
2 
3 
DATE 
Exhibit 1 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 4 of 4 
CASE NO: CR-FE-2013-0002864 
DATE(S): 
ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
000057
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jonathan M. Medema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID ·83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
) D FILED A.M._..,_1 b!----P.M. ___ _ 
JUN - 3 .2013 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Ch;rk 
By ELAINE TONG 
OePUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_________ ~ ______ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
TIDRD SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY TO COURT 
COMES NOW, Jonathan M. Medema, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted an Addendum to 
Response to Discovery. r 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this :1" day of May 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
J athan M. Medema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
TIDRD SUPPLEMENT AL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY TO COURT 
(BURGESS), Page 1 
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Greenwood K Johnson 0o.25.13 F Morris Courtroom503 
Time Speaker Note 
1 :31 :00 PM ! jCRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
-(3{02"fiM !Court -··-···r::aiis case deft present in custody with counseT&ic··Rolfsen. 
1 State's atty Jonathan Medema . 
................................................ 4-........................................................... . ................................... _____ .. ,, ___ ,,,, _______ _ 
1 :31: 17 PM j Public Defender , Ready to go to trial. 
····1··:·3.f:'§3 ... p.Kiflst"ate Attorne·y ................... f'i=>.rov'ides .. wl'fn·e;s"s .. 'il'st": .. oni'y calling 6 of them .. n.ot"'fh·e .. ·1·r .................... . 
~ ~ ....... 
..... f:'§·1··:'47 ... P_M_!C-~~.~....................... Ad-d-re_s_s_e_s _c_ou_n_s·er: ................................................................ _ ..... _ ...._ .. ----...................... . 
1 :31 :54 PM !State Attorney Reponse . 
..... f :·3i:·:i:f P°rvi° .. lP.uhil'c Defende·r ............. f~fr, .. other-w-it-n-es_s_e._s_b_e_s_id-es .. whaflhe State .. 'is ... c.a'ii'fni~ . 
..... f:.3;f44 ... P'rvflsfate Attor·n·e°y" ................. j Response ·reg~ii'rcHnii ... who .. he .. wii'i"he ... c.a'ii'fng ... as witnesses a'f ........ . 
! !the trial. 
1 :33:46 .. PM \Public Defender ............. f't:feivl'ew .. ffie .. vl'deo that the State wili .. be playing ... ~ .. possThie .. no ...... . 
! __ objection . 
.... f.3Lf:°0_2_P_M..._\.Sfate Attor.ne°y" ................. Ffiii's ... ij'iven .. copy to counsel ............................................................................ _ 
................................................................................................................ ---
1 :34:11 PM !Court Discussion between the Court and counsel regarding a 
.. · ............................................ ~ ....................... ____ .. _. possible .. Plan .. B .. Judge .. for. this .. case. .. .......................... ___ --<! 
.... 1.:.35.:.15 PM jEnd. ---"..---- ------...................... ---...................................... . 
.... 1.:35.:.15PM ! ____ ...................... ----- _____ ............................................... __ _ 
1:35:15 PM ! 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
JoQathan M. Medema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
209 W. Front St., Room 3191 
Boise Idaho 83702 
Tel~phone: 208-287-7700 
:(h)B '"WM ___ _ 
JUN 2 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATHY JOHNSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL 
TRIAL WITNESSES 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW, Jonathan M. Medema, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the 
County of Ada, State of Idaho, and does hereby provide the following list of potential trial 
witnesses: 
--.. 1. Officer Brett Bateman, Meridian Police Department 
-- 2. Officer Thomas Erickson, Meridian Police Department 
3. Officer Jared Haustveit, Meridian Police Department 
- 4. Officer Matthew Parsons, Meridian Police Department 
~5. Officer Adnan Rudan, Meridian Police Department 
~- Corporal Sam Ketchum, Idaho State Police 
7. Corporal Ed Robertson, Idaho State Police 
~~ 8. Trooper Scott Tulleners, Idaho State Police 
9. Trooper Seth Uhlenkott, Idaho State Police 
-10. Nathaniel Conein 
11. Sabrina Whitlock 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL TRIAL WITNESSES (BURGESS), Page 1 
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. .,,.--P 
DATED this _()'-_'J_ day of June 2013 
GREG H. BOWER 
edema 
eputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ___ day of June 2013, I caused to be served, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing State's List of Potential Trial Witnesses upon the individual 
named below in the manner noted: 
Eric Rolfsen 
Ada County Public Defender 
200 W. Front Street, Rm. 1107 
Boise, ID 83702 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By hand delivering said document to defense counsel. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL TRIAL WITNESSES (BURGESS), Page 2 
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Greenwood KJohnson fft.09.13 F Morris Courtroom503 
Time Speaker Note 
2:44:22 PM CRFE13.02864 I-=====+---............................................ --
2:44:23 PM Court Calls case deft present in custody with counsel Eric Rolfsen. 
State v. Shayne Burgess 
State's atty Jonathan Medema. 
2:45:08 P_M_1_P-ub-l-ic--D-e-fe_n_d_e_r -· State·m·e·nr: .. ·regarding a possfrife .. wifr,ess that will testify for 
!trial tomorrow. Needs to review the video - hasn't been able 
jto view it. 
. . ....................................................................................................... ---· .. .. 
·Argument on motion. State is prepared for trial. Does not f.---·························· .. ········ ....................................... . 2:47:36 PM State Attorney 
intent to use the video. 
2:49:4i'".PM jCou·rt ................... ----i-A-d-dres·ses the pa.rties·:··········-------···················· .. ······························· 
------------... · .. ····-----·· .. ··········----........... .. 
2:49:58 PM····i,,·Public Defe .. n .. _de_r _ Agrees with the Court's statements. Information fell through 
\the cracks. 
2:50:21 PM 1Court tAcicfres·ses··ff,e···parties - will vacate .. the .. fri"afa.nc:fres·et the jury .. . 
... !trial. __ _ __________ ._ .................. . 
2:52:37 PM Plaintiff Attorney Addresses the deft - advises the deft of his right to speedy 
trial - this motion is considered a waiver of his right to a 
speedy trial. 
__ ........................ .. ................................... ____________ .............................................. ----
2:53:04 PM Defendant Will waive his speedy trial. 
........................ 
2:55:05 PM Court 2 days October 30, 2013 at 9:00 am and PT October 15, 
2013 at 1:30 pm. 
. ................................................................... __ __ 
2:55:29 PM Court Addresses counsel regarding the video . 
................................................ .......................................... ·--------··················--···· ............................................................................ __ _ 
2:55:38 PM End. 
..................... .. ....... ·-------l..-----·-................. -------------------.1 
2:55:38 PM 
------ ----·-------.............. -----················ .................................................. . 
2:55:38 PM i 
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~~ \\ §21L~~----
fN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FO 1URTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFJffi.El S 2013 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AD~HRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
• By KATHY JOHNSON 
DEPUTY 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
This matter came before the court on Tuesday, July 11, 2013 for motion to 
continue the trial and with the Court hearing argument. The Court vacated the 
currently scheduled jury trial and reset this matter for Tuesday, October 15, 2013 at 
01 :30 PM for a Pretrial Conference and Wednesday, October 30, 2013 at 09:00 AM 
for a Jury Trial of the above named Defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS. The 
attorneys pre~ent were: 
For the State: Jonathan Medema 
For the Defendant: Eric R Rolfsen 
The Defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The 
court instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. 
Pursuant to I.C.R. 12 and I.C.R. 18 the court hereby orders that the attorneys 
and Defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order: 
1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The 2 day jury trial of this action shall commence before 
this court on October 30, 2013, at 9:00 a.m. 
2) Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6) that an alternate judge may 
be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of 
potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G. D. Carey 
Hon. Gregory M. Culet 
Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. Renae Hoff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Hon. James Judd 
0 • SCHEDULING ORDER - page 1 of 4 
Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Michael McLaughlin 
Justice Gerald Schroeder 
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Hon. Darla Williamson 
All Sitting Fourth District Judges 
000063
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification 
without cause under Rule 25(a)(1), each party shall have the right to file one 
(1) motion for disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later 
than fourteen (14) days after service of this written notice listing the alternate 
judge. 
3) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties and the Defendant shall 
appear before this court on October 15, 2013, at 1 :30 p.m. for the pre-trial 
conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement possibilities 
pursuant to ICR 18. Failure of the Defendant to appear at this pre-trial 
conference will result in a forfeiture of bail and a bench warrant shall be 
issued by the court. 
Each party shall be required to serve on all other parties and file with 
the Court a complete list of exhibits and witnesses in accordance with 
I.R.C.P. 16(h). Exhibit and witness lists shall also be submitted to the Court 
via email at kajohnson@adaweb.net. 
4) JURY INSTRUCTIONS: The parties shall submit all proposed jury 
instructions to the court on or before the pre-trial conference. Requested 
instructions shall also be submitted to the Court via email at 
mtaylor@adaweb.net. It is sufficient for the parties to identify unmodified 
pattern instructions by number. 
5) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this order will subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including but not limited to, costs, and 
reasonable attorney fees and jury costs. A_ party may be excused from strict 
compliance with any provisions of this Order only upon showing good cause. 
6) CONTINUANCES: The court will not grant continuances unless good cause 
exists and all the parties waive their right to speedy trial. 
DATED this _l_bay of July, 20 . 
RI 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 2 of 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Q~ 
I_ hereby certify that on this lIT day of July, 2013, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 3 of 4 
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., 
EXHIBIT LIST 
Before the date set for the pretrial conference, the parties shall contact the clerk for 
assignment of exhibit numbers. 
Richard D. Greenwood, DISTRICT JUDGE 
Kathy Johnson, DEPUTY CLERK 
Fran Morris, COURT REPORTER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS 
NO DESCRIPTION 
1 
2 
3 
DATE 
Exhibit 1 
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CASE NO: CR-FE-2013-0002864 
DATE(S): 
ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
000066
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jonathan M. Medema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
OcPUTY 
NO. Fll2il (f__;;;, 
M _p.M----A. ·----
AUG - 7 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPllTY 
I '1; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
FOURTH ADDENDUM TO 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO 
COURT 
COMES NOW, Jonathan M. Medema, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted an Addendum to 
Response to Discovery. O 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ..2_ day of August 2013. 
FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (BURGESS) 
000067
". 
Greenwood K Johnson 10.15.13 Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
1 :31 :24 PM I !CRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
1 :31 :27 PM -! c-o-urt- ---i·g·~·:i~~~:sif ~::~:~;~~~~t~:~o:;!t~~~-u·n·se'i .. E.ric························ 
..... f'j·f·ss PM f P-ub-li_c_D_e-fe-n--de-r--['f{.eady .. for·fi:raf' _______ ................................................................. .. 
1 :32:03 PM icourt ....... 1biscu·s·sl'o·n ... between the Court and counsei ... reiiiii'rdfriii .................. . 
1 witness lists. 
1 :33:33 PM lcourt Discussion between Court anc:f'cou·ns.e'f:' ............................................................ .. 
..... f.35jjif'P.M j state Attor·n·e·y' .......................... ·Po.ssib'ie .. Ffu'ie 609 - if deft decides to testijii:::::: ...................... ::::::::::::::::::::: 
1 :35:23 PM !Public Defender .................. R.es.i:i'o·n·se .. : .. video - has .. been worke~ .. ?..~!.: ..... __ .............................. . 
..... ~ .. :.~5:49 PM .. J§.~.~.: .. ___ ...................................................... -- __ .................................... ___ .......................... . 
.... 1.:35:49 .. PM..J ................. _____ ............................ ---------- __ .............................. . 
1:35:49 PM i 
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Greenwood K Johnson amrr Villereal pm 10.30.13 F Casey Courtroom508 
Time Speaker Note 
8:14:48 AM i __ CRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
····tf:56:59 A°rvf"·~.:,·c·ourt Calls case - deft present in custody with cou_n_s_e_l E--r-ic __ _ 
Rolfsen. State's atty Jonathan Medema. 
8:57:23 AM !,.'Court Discussion between the Court and counsel reg·a·rcii'riii .......................... . 
, possible issues that might be taken up later . 
.... a:.57 :.54. AM J Public D:.~-:.~-... ~-.:-.~ -["Moves .!~ .. :~~.~~~: .. ~i~.~.:.~~.:.~.: .. __ ........................................ :::::::::::::::::::::: ....................  
8:58: 11 AM jCourt Addresses counsel. 
9:03:09 AM Jcourt ....... !.~.ry ... ~.~.~.:.~ ... ~.~:.~ent in the courtroo_m_. __ .......................... -.-..... -..... -..... -..... -......... . 
9:03:16 AM jState Attorney .~.:.~.?.X .. !.?. .. .P..~.?..~::~.: ____________ .......................... . 
.... 9.:.03.:.1_7.AM_.JPublic Defender ,Ready to proceed. .. .................................. ___ .................................... . 
.... 9:03:.1.s.AM_JCourt !Begins voir dire examination. 
9:14:19 AM Court ..... [j'i::iry ... pa.nel sworn ·: .. vofr-d-ir_e_e_x_a_m-in-a-ti_o_n--b-e-gi-ns: ............................................ . 
9:34:43 AM State Att?..~.~:X...... jVoir dire examination. .. ........... _ ..... _ ..... _ ..... _ .. __ _ 
9:37:57 AM Court jJuror #19 is excused. 
10:22:26 AM jCourt ............................................... ·Morning break at this time. .. .................................................................................... . 
10:22:33 AM !Court Admonishes the jury panel to not discuss this case and they 
: are excused for the morning break . 
............... __ ......................... ·------+-------.............................................. ________ __ 
10:25:.04.AM_!Recess ....... _____________ _ 
10:46:33 AM !State Attorney Continues voir dire examination . 
.. 1.1. :.1_7.:44. AM_!Sta_te_A_t_to_rn_e_y ___ ..-P_a_s_s _the panel for cause·: .. --------------
11: 17:49 AM Public Defender Vair dire examination . 
.. ::::: .....::::: ..... ::::: ..... ::::: ....:-:::. ======+-----------+- ............................................ __________ ....................  
11 :49:29 AM Court Sidebar. 
11 :50:07 AM Court Juror #41 - excused for cause. 
11 :50:42 AM Public Defender ·jcontinues vofr .. dire examination. ___ .......................... . 
11 :57:20 AM !Public Defender jPasses the jury panel for cause. .. .............................................. . 
.. 1°1 :57:34 AM jcourt jAddresses the jury panel regarding peremptory challenge·s: ...... .. 
~ ............................. ~ ..... ,, ___ ----- _______ ,. ............................................ . 
·T2: 13:54 prvf ! Court Clerk calls jury panel. i-----------------...................... __ _ 
12:16:29 PM !Court Counsel stipulate to the jury as seated. 
=::::::::::::::::::::::::::==i-=- ...................................................................... . 
12:16:49 PM jCourt Clerk swears the trial. 
12:18:25 PMlCourt ............................ .. . .. ................ ___ _ !Remaining jury panel excused. 
12:18:54 PM iCourt 1Admonishes the jury panel to not discuss this case and they 
are excused for the afternoon break. 
----·---.............................. . 
12:20:59 PM Court Discussion between the Court and counsel regarding 
calendar for tomorrow. 1--------.... .. .............................................. _____ _ 
12:21 :45 PM Public Defender moves to exclude witnesses. 
................................................ ....... _____ ...................... . 
12:21:54 PM Court witnesess are excluded . 
...................................................... ·------1....--................................................ ____________ .................... ... 
12:22:17 PM Recess . 
................................................ +--______ ,.__ __ ........................ __ _ 
12:22:28 PM Court resumes 
.::::: .....:::: .....::::: ..... ::::: ..... ::::: ....::: .....:::: ..... :::::::::::+--------l--- ----------------
_____ ............................................................. .. 
12:44:02 PM The jury is not present 
12:44:05 PM Court Counsel have no objections to jury instruction 
................................................ .. .... ----··------------
12:44:31 PM The jury is present 
10/30/2013 1 of 2 
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Greenwood K Johnson amrr Villereal pm 10.30.13 F Casey Courtroom508 
12:45:04 PM !Court Counsel stipulate to jury panel as seated 
12:45:14 PM]Court 
...................................................................... 
Reads preliminary jury instructions 
..................... ...................................................................................................................................... 
12:47:17 PM jCourt Reads the Information 
....... ............................... .. .................................. . .................... 
12:59:41 1;1rAttorney Opening statement ........................ .... .. ........................ 
1: 13:24 PM Public Defender Opening statement 
..................................................... ................. .......... .. .... . ... 
1 :17:02 PM State Attorney Calls Nathaniel Conein, sworn, direct examination 
..................................... .. ................. ........................................................................................................... . .. 
1 :21 :48 PM !Public Defender Objection 
1 :21 :49 PM f Court ......... .. ................ ................... ... .............................. Objection is sustained 
........ 
1:27:00 PM Court Excuses the witness 
................................................ ....... .. .............................................................................. ................................. 
1 :27:20 PM State Attorney Calls Scott Tulleners, sworn, direct examination 
................................... .. ................................................... .. ............................... 
1:56:13PM jPublic Defender Objection 
................................... .. ..................................... 
1:56:20 PM \Public Defender \moves for a mis-trial 
....................... · ...................................................................................................... . ............................................................................................................. .. ... 
1 :56:26 PM Court Objection is sustained 
......... .. ......................................... .. ...... 
1 :56:32 PM Court Admonishes the jury panel to not discuss this case and they 
are excused for a brief break. 
.............. .. ................................................................ 
1 :57:54 PM Public Defender Argues Motion for Mis-trial 
........................... . ............................... . .. 
1 :58:49 PM State Attorney Argues in opposition to Motion for Mis-trial 
.............. ....................... .... ............ .. .................................................... 
2:02:40 PM Court Will excuse the jury for the day. Will resume with counsel at 
3:00 pm today . 
................. ....................................... 
2:05:38 PM The jury is present 
Prvf·Jcourt 
........................ .......................... ......... 
2:06:05 Counsel stipulate to the jury as seated . 
................................... .. ............................... 
!Court 2:06:08 PM !Admonishes the jury panel to not discuss this case and they 
jare excused for the day. 
-- :t: ......................... ....... 2:07:33 PM Court Will resume with counsel at 3:00 pm today. Will also discuss issues with audio, Defendant's prior record and police video. 
........................... _ ............................................................ .............. .. ......................... 
2:11 :13 PM Recess. 
.. ................................... 
2:11 :20 PM 1 Court resumes 
................................................ · ........... .... . ....................... .. ..................................................... 
3:00:20 PM State Attorney \Argues in opposition to Motion for Mis-trial 
[Argues Motion for Mis-trial 
........................................... 
3:01:24 PM Public Defender 
.......... .............. .. ........................ 
3:02:15 PM Court There is no bad faith in regards to this issue. 
......................... . .................. .... .. .. . .... 
3:05:21 PM Court Grants the Motion for Mis-trial. 
.................................................................. .. .......... .. ......... 
3:07:13 PM Court Sets this matter for Status - November 5 @3:00 pm 
................. ............... .. .......................................... 
3:09:11 PM Recess. 
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3:57:59 PM I __ !CRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
3:58:01 PM jcourt ]Calls case deft present in custody with counsel Eric 
\ \ Rolfsen. State's atty Jonathan Medema. 
3:58:24 PM jCourt ................... ·Reviews the file. ___ .............................................. .. 
3:58:55 PM istate Attorney Reset this for trial. .. ................................................................................................ . 
·3·:59: oo PM rUbii'C'betender _ .... -:-... cii)j8cis iliatihis be reset tor trial. Dis·;;;·1ssea·w1th 
, prejudice. 
.................................................................................................................................................................. .. .............................................................................................. , __ -l 
~:33 PM State Attorney !Argument on motion to dismiss . 
.... 4:03: 10 PM i Public Defender 1·~j'c,'fi,fri·g ... further·: .................................................................... . 
4:03:14 PM icourt iAddresses counsel. .................................... .. 
.... lros·j·f .. P.M .... f court ...................... j J eop·a·rcty .. does ... n.ot"atta·ch .. to .. iti.is .. c·ase·: .... \riJHi ... go .. towa rd. 
4:07:00 PM jcourt lJr November 18, 2013 at 9:00 am. .. ................................................ . 
4:07:35 PM Court jAddresses the parties. 
_________ ........................................................................ . 
4:07:40 PM End . 
.................................................. ____ _ _ ______ ...................................................................................... __ _ 
4:07:40 PM 
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8:03:45 AM \ !CRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
8:03:53 AM j jDeft in custody with counsel Eric Rolfsen. State's ........ . 
! ! atty Jonathan Medema. 
8:57:12 AM Icourt,___ fusing same instructions·-fr-om-th_e,,_last time. · 
8:57:20 AM f State Attorney iNo objections. .. .................................................. .. 
8:57:25 AM l Public Defender jNo objections. .. .... .. 
8: 57: 30 AM ! Public Defender \ .i\ifoves .. to .. exclude witnesses·: .............................................................................. .. 
8:57:36 AM jcourt jWitnesses will be excluded. .. ....................... .. 
8:57:°tt6 .. AM [Public Defender jStatement .. -_possible evidentiary .. issu_e_s_. __ ....................... . 
8:58:03 AM jcourt !Response. 
8:58:12 AM jPublic Defender ·7sfipulated to .. the .. foundation .. orfhe video·: .... ·R'as ... so·m·e .. .. 
1 .......... ..J.~.~.~.!.?. ... ~ .. ~.?.~ .. ~~~.~y~nt or preju~icial. .................... .. 
8:58:50 AM I Recess. ! 
9:00:12 AM j \Back o-n-th_e_r_e-co_r_d_. ---·-----.................... .. 
9: 00: 30 AM ,i: Public Defender ............... !Argument on audia''-fr_o_m-th,_e-possible witness. Kifcisf .. . 
jisn't relevant but is not prejudicial. 
9:01 :36 AM jCourt !Address·e·s .. counsel. Will preview it on .. the break: .............. . 
9:03:57 AM 1court 1Jury·p·anel p·rese-nt in the courtroom. .. .......................................... . 
9:04:03 AM jstate Attorney Ready to proceed. 
9:04:07 AM iPublic Defender Ready to proceed. --.......................................... . 
.... 9:04·:·1·f AM ... icourt iAddresses the jury panel. Begins jury instructions. 
9:05:21 AM /court !Addresses.the jury panel regarding the scheduling. 
9:06:33 AM }court I continues jury instructions. · ........... .,., .. ., .. .,.,.,., .. 
9: 15:32 .. )\M icourf" .. .,., iJury .. pa.ne'i"sworn. .. .......... , .............. .. 
9: 16:07 AM icourt jvoir dire examination. .. .... ., ................ .. 
9:29:01 AM istate Attorney Voir dire examination . 
.... 9:'54:'34.AM ... iPublic Defender tobjection. --- -------.......................... . 
9:54:47 AM lcourt iside bar. ---
.... 9:56:.0iAM ... istate.Attorney · ivoir dire examination. - ........ --·---·--·-............................ . 
.... 9:.57:30 AM iPublic Defender iobjection - appro,_a_c_h_. --·----.................................... .. 
.... ~fsi':.~i°Ef)(rvf"t·c'o'i:i.rt............. ___ . Side bar. .. ............................. ____ ................... ., ............................................... . 
,_ -------·---................................ . 
9:58:26 AM State Attorney Continues voir dire. 
,---~ ---..................... __ _ 
10:16:31 AM State Attorney Passes the panel for cause. 
_____ ..................................................... . 
10:'1.7:02 AM Court Addresses the jury panel. 
.. 1 ·o:·1°?':46 AM Court -------'-Ju-r-ors .. °f4·; .. 23·;-.. iin·d,_2_7_s_ta_y_b_e_h-in_d_f_or_p_r-iv-at_e ........................... .. 
discussions . 
.. 1·0·:·1·a·:49 AM Court ---Juror 14 - voir dire. .. ...... ___ ............................................ .. 
.. 1.0:21 :22 .. ·A°rvf ·c'ourt Juror 21 : .. ~.~.~~ .. ~.~.~~ ............................ --
.. 1.0:23:07 AM State Attorney No questions. 
---....................... .. 
.. 1°cE2i 12 AM Public Defender No questions. ... __ ........................... . 
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.. 1.0:23:.1.6.AM.!Court···---·----!Excused juror 27 for cause. 
i~½}~~-~~ ! ~~~: Attorney !~~;:~!:.- voir dire.- - - ·- - - - ·---·---................... . 
10:30:48 AM !Public Defender jvoir dire. .. .......................................................................... . 
··i~:~!:fr;~-!~~~~-- ==-~~~~::;~~~:~;;;;e- --- ~=:~-:-.=:= 
··f6:.34.)i5.)(KiffR.ece·ss:···-=---_--_f .... ~ ... i ...... ~................................................... ······················· 
10:46:18 AM Court jsack on the record. ··· ···· ···· 
··1··6":4ifTg···Arvf c·ourt jJuror a is excused for cause. ··········································· 
··f6:.4E:f44 .. A"Kif .P.ublic Defender "JVoir dire examination. -································ 
··ff.36:··13 AM l"P"i:ihiic .. fiefender jPasses the jury for cause. ······························ 
11 :30:20 AM 1,.Court jAddres·ses··ffie"}ury panel regarding the pereim.ptory······· 
. jchallenges. 
11 :47:50 AM I court lAddresses_t_h_e-ju-ry-pa_n_e_l-re_g_a-rd._in_g_t_h_e_a_lte_r_n-at-e 
l !juror. 
11 :48: 18 AM 1court ---\C-1-er_k_c_a_lls_j_u_ry_p_a_n_e_l. --.~~~=·==-~--=---······················· 
11 :51 :16 AMlcourt __ jcounsel agree with the jury. ······································· 
................................................ 1...................................................... . ............................................... , _____ ,,., ....................... ___ ,._..,...._,-, ............ --
11 :51 :22 AM jcourt =~:Ju;ry panel sworn and excused to the jury room . 
11 :52:04 AM [Court Excuses the remainder of the jury panel. 
.Tf:·s~rsT)\"rvfF~ourt ··········· ;Acf~?.:~:i~~~~::!~~)_~ry panef··················· ................................. . 
11 :53:47 AM !Recess. . 
·Tr·si·s2··AM jCourt·········---- lsack on the record. 
11 : 54 :27 AM j Court jAd?..~:.~.~.~.~ .. ~?~.~~.:.~.: ........................... _____ ·-~===:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
11 :55:51 AM jRecess . 
. Tf:"5~j":"3·:rA·M jcourt··············-----.-! 8-~i"ck·on··ffie· record·:·························~·-········· 
.Tf.ifa:51 AM rc·o"i:i·rt·············--·· !Jury panel is present in the their pro-pe_r_p-lace·s·:···················· 
·T1 :59:54 AM {court !Counsel stipulate. 
--- --··················································· 12:00:16 PM !Court )Begins jury instructions. 
----- ----·--································································· 
12:15:36 PM !Court !Afternoon break. 
··1·2:°1"5.:"54 .. PM !Court ·tAcfmonishes the jury .. pa·n·era·nd they are excused to 
___ ·the jury room. ---································· 
12: 16:41 PM Public Defender Statement regarding the objections during voir dire. 
··12: 16:55 PM Court Addresses counsel.·· ___ ...... :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
·T~f1·efsif"P·M·· .P.uhil"c .. fiefender Notes for the ... re·cord the objections that were 
discussed at the side bar in voir dire examination. 
12: 18:02 PM .. ·c·ou·;::r······-----·staie·s for the···reco·rcffiie decisions that"he made at 
the bench. 
____ ..,... .......................................................................................................... , ___ ................................. . 
.. f:;F1·tf 23 PM State Attorney Agrees . 
.. 12:18:26 PM Public Defender ]Agrees. .. .... 
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12: 18:29 PM l,,State Attorney !Statement - evidentiary issue - regarding the 
'testimony of the officer . 
.. f;E1··~:i:I:f p"fJiTP.uhil'c···b"e-fe-n-de-r---Res"i)·o·n·se - objec-ts_t_o_a_n_y _d-etail. . ........................................ . 
12:20: 19 PM j Court Addresses the parties regarding testimony of the 
1 witness .. 
12:20:58 PMlRecess. . ·: ................................................... . --······· ................ . 
----································· 12:39:09 PM !Court \Back on the record. 
12:41 :21 PM icourt !Jury panel present in their proper places. · 
··12:41 :47 p"fJiTc·ouri"...................... j"c"a·u·;,·s·e1 stipulate. ___ ·········································································· 
12:41 :53 PM jstate Attorney jopening statements. ······················ ······························ 
--f~rs·1··:°J3···p·Kift'Pu-blic Defender j6penfriii .. statemens. ..................................... . ............................... . 
12:56: 15 PM istate Attorney icalls Trooper Scott· Tulleners ······························ 
............ -.................................. : .................................... • .................... ~---···· ................................ ___________ _ 
12:56:56 PM jCourt !Witness sworn and testifies. 
12:57:34 PMlState Attorney jDirect examination. 
---------·-·-····································· 1: 11: 16 PM !State Attorney \Witness identifies the deft . 
. 1 :11 :29 PM istate Attorney iDirecfiixa.mfriafion··continuecf··············· .............................. . 
1 :35:39 PM !state Attorney !state's Exhibit 1 provided to the witness and i !continues the direct examination. 
· (36:48 PM !state Attorney \Moves to admit and publish. ---··············································· 
~:;~;;.-:~---\~~~;c Defender _ji;;~;;~ ::d~~:~-----------·-········ ·---············::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1 :38:02 PM !Public Defender 1No objection. 
·····r·3a·:"f:fp·rv1···j·c·a"i:i·rt··· .. ························~withou'f""ci"i:>Jei"cfion··:··s"fa"telsExhibff .. fEii···a·amfffeci"·:···--···--······· 
.... f:40:05 PM lcourt !Court reporter is excused from transcribing tti"e ··· ·· 
! -----·- !video. -------··············-----···· 
1 :40:32 PM lcourt l Exhibit 1 is admitted and published . 
..... f:.58.:02 PM icourt iAdmonishes the jury panel for the evenfriij":····--··········--··············--
.... i:.00:03 PM icourt ___ iwitness steps down. . ........................ . 
.... ;Eo6:"cfi;f .. P.M istate)~:ttorney ...... i·statement. 
2: oo: 1 -~f--i3·rv1··tcouit....... ········t-;ie·s·i:i"a·n·se·:····· .................................................................... . 
. 2:00:25 .. PM·--tcourt iDiscussion between the Court ancfcou'i,sef"··········--.. ······--········· 
l l regarding the schedule. 2:01 :34 PM iRecess. · · ····························------·····--································ 
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.... ~.:.?.~.: .. ~ .. ~ ... ~.~.... __ .......... , ___ _,.i_C_R_FE_13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
8:24:22 AM !Deft present in custody with counsel Eric Ro'ifsen·: .......... .. 
, !State's atty Jonathan Medema. . 
............................................................................ , ____ ........., 
8:31 :42 AM !Court jCounsel have nothing to take up . 
................................................ · ............................................. , __ __..... ______ _ 
8:32:54 AM !Court !Jury panel present in their proper places. · 
8:32:57 AM jcourt jcounsel stipulate . 
.... ifjI.64 .. AM icourt ............ n~·e·~Tnci'si"the ... wlin·e·s·s .. fie ... issti11 under oath: .................................. .. 
8:33:05 AM istate Attorney irnrect examination continued - Trooper Scott 
i iTulleners. 
8:43:48 AM l State Attorney !State's Exhibit 2 marked, provided to counsel and 
1,.: !handed to the witness. Continues direct 
!examination. 
8:45:11 A_M_..._!S-t-at_e_A_tt_o_r_ne_y ___ ~jM-oves to admit. -------...................... . 
8:45:14 AM !Public Defender 1No objection. 
8:45:15 AM \Court !State's Exhibit 2 is admitted. 
!:!::~~.~~1:::;~::;~:~ -1;;;;;~;;~~~1::;;ii;:t;;;;::~;~i;~~~~:;;= 
8:51 :36 AM State Attorney !Moves to admit State's Exhibit 3. 
.................................. 
8:51 :37 AM Public Defender jNo objection. 
-----;·,----·-................................................................................................................................................... . 
8:51 :39 AM jCourt jWithout objection State's Exhibit 3 is admitted. 
8:51 :41 AM State Attorney !Publishes. Direct examination continued. 
. . ...................... __ .. ___ ................... ----1 
8:57:28 AM State Attorney \Nothing further. 
. ·----<· .................................................................................................. - .. ---.............................................. . 
8:57:35 AM Public Defender jCross examination. 
9:10:11 AM !Public Defender l,,.NReot_hd'.inregcft.uertxhaemr .. 1nat·ion ......................................... --.-.................................... . 
.... 9·:·1 o: 1 s AM j·siaiii'Ji'.iiarney 
9: 11 :29 AM I Public Defender io6Jec:'tion on relevance. .. ................. .. 
9: 11 :33 AM jcourt jsustained. 
9: 11 :37 AM State Attorney \Re-direct examination. .. .. .. 
. ·g: 12: 38 AM State Attorney j No'thfrii~ f~~·~·~·~: ......................................................................................................................... .. 
9:12:53 AM Public Defender !Re-cross examination. 
9:12:59 AM Public Defender iNothing further. --- ...................................................... . 
.... 9: 1·3:°06 AM Court I Witness steps down and is excused. .. .................................... .. 
9:13:26 AM State Attorney Calls Officer Rudan. 
.... e:·1·3·:·s7 AM Court Witness sworn and testifies. 
___ ........................................... . 
·----+-------........................................................................................................................................  
9:14:46 AM State Attorney Direct examination. 
9:28:46 AM State Attorney .. Witness identifies the defendant. Direct examination 
continued. 
9:31 :35 AM State·-Att_o_r-ne_y ___ 4 Nothing further. 
9:31 :41 AM Public Defender Cross examination. · 
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9:36:27 AM !Public Defender !Defendant's Exhibit 100 and 101 are marked handed 
\to the witness . 
.... ii.3c§":j.f"i\"rv1··· ·siaie .. Atto·r·ney f stipulate. . ......................................................................... . 
.................................................................................. , __ _ 
9:36:36 AM Court \With stipulation Defendant's Exhibits 100 and 10( ........ 
jare admitted. 
,_....._ ....................................................................... ____ ..................................................................... . 
9:37:32 AM )Public Defender !Cross examination contitnued. 
9:37:34 AM iPublic Defender iPublishes Exhibits. ............ .. ............ .. 
9:46:56 AM iPublic Defender iNothing further. .. 
9:47:01 AM f State Attorney· jNothing further. .. .... 
9:47:04 AM jcourt jwitness steps down and is excused. .. .. 
.... ~f4i':·1 .. ff°Afvf .. fsiate Attorney i·Mafrhe·w Parteso·n ................................................................................................................ .. 
9:47:32 AM jcourt jWitness is sworn and testifies. .. ................................ .. 
.... ii:48:07 AM (Statei''Ji:fforney jDirect examinations. · 
.... ~Fss·:·otfAKif .. · .~~.~~.: .. ~.!.!?r.ney i wffne.ss identifies the··,fett:--·----...................................... . 
9:55:26 AM State Attorney !Direct examination continued. 
10:00:47 AM jCourt jTake .. the ... morning break·: .......................................................................................... .. 
10:00:53 AM i,,Court jAdmonishes the jury panel and they are excused to 
\the jury room. 
10:02:02 AM f court . ·1will take up the issue of the video from the cell 
··1·6':·o~f .. 1·2 .. A·rvfl"Rec·es~.: ....... ___ ..............• phone .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
·To':·02:16 ArvflCourt \Back on the record. 
10:19:34 AM !court iAddresses counsel regarding the cell phone I- I recording of the incident. Will allow the audio. 
1 O: 19:54 AM ~tate Attorney · jArgument on the audio. 
10:21 :07 AM [Public Defender iArgument on audio of the video . 
.. 1.0:23:00 AM icourt iAddresses the parties regarding the audio. 
10:24:26 AM icoi:j'rf iv\iiff.afraw .. ffie .. viciea:.................................................. .. .................................. .. 
.. {6':24:37 AM icourt....................... i·Rece·ss:........................................................... .. ............................................... .. 
1 0:2 4 '.41 AM!cc;urt ·1sac1<·onthe recorcr- -- ·- · - - - - --
1 O: 2 9 :·ci':f AM Cou·rt............ j Jury p·a·n·e'i' .. p.re;i'ei'n'f'Tn .. 'their .. pro pe r .. p'iaces·: ...................................... .. 
10:29:04 AM jCourt icounsel stipulate. · 
1 o: 29: 19 AM i·c·;;-u·it .. 'TRe·m i nds the ... wit'n.e's's .. h-e's-sfiff·u·ncie·r .. oatfr: ..................................... . 
.. 1.cf2~E2a AM: State ... Attorney i Direct examination continued . 
. :::::::::=.:::=:::::::::::::::::::::.4--____ __: ___ i ............................................................................................................................................................................. . 
10:55:27 AM State Attorney Nothing further . 
.. fo':.55:30 AM ·PubHc ... b'efender Cross examination. 
____ ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 
11 :12:31 AM Public Defender Nothing further . 
... ,., ................... , ........................................................................................... . 
11 :12:34 AM State Attorney Re-direct examination . 
.. fl .. :.1°2':46 AM. stafiitAttorney state's Exii'i5i'f"~rmarkei'ci ... provici.e'ii .. to .. cciu·n·s·ei"'a·nd ............ .. 
handed to the witness . 
~----4--------................................................ . ......................... --............................................. .. 
11: 13: 12 AM Public Defender Objection . 
.. 1.1°:.1°3':16 AM Court Reviews the exhibit. ....... --................................... .. 
11: 13:31 AM Court May hand it to the witness. 
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11: 13:37 AM !State Attorney !Re-direct examination. 
·Tr·ri:"frj"")(M_! Public ""befender I Nothing further. . ........ . 
11 :17:15 AM jCourt fwitness steps down and excused. 
·Tr·1f:"26· AM !State Attorney jcalls case Officer Bateman. --·---- · · 
··11: 17:SiJijvffc·ou·rf...................... )Witness sworn and testifies. 
11: 18:23 AM jstate Attorney iDirect examination. ··· ····································· 
11 :25: 12 AM i State Attorney i Identifies the deft. Direct examination continued. · 
11 :36: 18 AM f state Attorney tNothing further. 
11 :36:20 AM iPublic Defender icross examination. --················································· 
.Tf:.42: 18 ArJ(P·uhiic""befender i·~iothing further:-·--······························································································· 
11 :42:27 AM State Attorney \Re-direct examination. 
··1··1··:·42:54 AM State Attorney f"f~fofriTriij" .. turther· ... ························································································································· 
11 :43:00 AM . Court iwitness steps down and is excused . 
.. ~ ... ~ .. :1.~.:.?.?.._AM istat~ Attorney iRests. 
11 :43:29 AM !Court ____ !Addresses the jury panel. 
"fl :44: 14 .. A°M )Court............. \Admonishes the jury panel and they are excused for 
.Tf:.46: 00 AM't-Rec.iiss:······----,~·~·~···~·~X: .................................................................................................................................................  
. 1.1.:46:03.AMjPublic Defender [Statement - motions that need to be argued. 
11 "46 · 19 AM 'Court __ ·t Addresses the parfieii:························- ····················---· 
ff :~~:-~~~~~f :~;~nder !~::~::~r~:nsel. --- -- --- -- -----~::~~-~ 
-----..··········································--·-·--·······---·--····························· .. ··········································· 
··1··r·4f":.2if AM i Rec·e·;;;s:····· 
' 
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.... ~.:.?..9..:.~1 AM L ............................................. __ jCRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
8:20:41 AM I l~t~:.te~t;~~~·~~~!~di:~~~~unsel EricRolfsen·: .. ········ .. 
.... ff.44·:·:fa AM f iiuhiic Defender ......... JR.ule 29 - motion ...................... -.... -... --------.............................................. .. 
.... 8.:4 .. 5:31 AM jStat·e··Attorney !Response. ----
. -----------·---, ..................... . 
.... ~.:~~.:.Q.~ ... ~.~ .... !.~.~.~.~ ................................................... lAddresses .. counsel. ___ _ 
. ·------·········· ........................... .. 8:50:54 AM 1State Attorney !Response. 
8:50:56 AM !Public Defender !Response. 
8:51 :34 AM \Court °PJviiT deny the .. rriotl'on - Count II will remain - Ru'i'e···is ..... 
l nssues can also be brought up post trial. 
-------......................... . 8:53:10 AM iPublic Defender iRespo-n--s·e-.·---
····a·:·siT:fA°rv1 jcouri'....... . .............. T~~~n.ied~ .................... ---~----_-_-_-_-_-_ -_ -_ ---... -. --······ ............... . 
8:53:15 AM \Public Defender )Rule 29 for Count I and Ill. No further record. Not 
I lenough .. evidence .. to.go.to. the jury._ ............ . 
.... if·s-3-:3_4_A_M~··c·o·u·rt················ ........ __ !Response. Motion is denied. ----
.... ff53: 5 9 AM ... ·PubHc···iS'efender .............. T~ifotion··'in Ii mi ne ... regard i ng the deft test'ifyTng···:···prfo·r ........ . I record should not be allowed - for impeachment. 
8:54:34 AM !Court, __ --i ..... 1A-dcfress Mr. Ro'ifsen·:·······.................. . ....................................................... . 
.... if5;{·41 AM f P.ubHc Defender .............. Tbeft might'°testl°fy-~-depending on some of the 
l ____ \rulings . 
.... a·:·5~;E55-.. A-M-........ ~ :s-t-ate .. Attorney ! Respon·se···: .. re.garding 'fo his prior convictio·;:;·:··· .. RuTe ........ .. 
j609. 
8:59:42 AM !,.Court \Discussion between the Court and counsel 
!regarding the deft's prior criminal history. 
9:01 :02 AM f Court .............. li\ddresses the· parties ..... G.ranted the motl'on:· ............................ .. 
····~fo;f47··A'f~f·1 Public Defender 1·!:~~e·~~=~rlo~i~tit~: i~~~~Tne regarding .. the··-aeffis ............ .. 
................................................ 4 ......................................... , ___ ..... ---- ----............................ _,._._.. .... , .............. .. 
9:04:03.AM_JState.Attorney )Response. .. ...................... . 
9:04:05 AM [Public Defender fMore prejudicial than probative. 
=rgf ll~~i:~J~~:zt~r;-- -1:tt~~:~;t! ::~~9-hiSdru_g_u_s_e---~-.~~-.. ~i~:~:~!~i:::····················· 
····g·:'oif.40 AM ! Cmi'rr··········.. T~ifoiia'ri ... ,s .. deni.ei'cf~·Tf deft tesiifie"s"thanthe···siate···,;-a·;:;··· ... 
j !ask about his drug use that day. 
9:05:09 AM··· ·Puhii'c ... befender sfaiiiim.enf:··heavy weights on his legs .... Req·uests .......... .. 
that he be placed on the witness stands outside the 
presence of the jury . 
... 9:°05:44 AM Cou_rt ____ ............. Add'resses the parties. ---.................. __ , 
9:05:52 AM State Attorney Comments·fo Officer Robinson : .. nof'mfr.iii'ndizecf' ............ .. 
9:06:31 AM Public Defender ................ ·R·e·s·p·o·n·se .. : .. conversation was started by Troo·pe°r' ........... .. 
Robinson. 
····~rotf5Ef'AM cau·rr ........ ___ . overru·iea:··· .................................................. ______ ....................... .. 
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!Addresses the deft regarding his right to testify. 
····~f:"6if"2ifA"rv1··· b"e.fendiii"nt""······---<!-W-cin.ts .. fotestify _··understands his rights. -----l 
9:08:38 AM !Court jAdvises the deft regarding his rights. Aii·d··pos.s"ibi"e······· 
9:07:23 AM Court 
i !jury instruction if he does not testify. 
------·--· - .... -._ ............................. ·--- ............... _____ _ 
.... 9:08.:.56. AM ... i Defendant .~~.i.!.~ .. ~.~.~!.~ .. ~.?. ... ~.~.~~.~!X: ....................... _______ _ 
9:09:04 AM jState Attorney Nothing further. 
9:09:11 AM f,.Public Defender !Statement regarding the deft testifying. Requests a 
i little more time with this client. 9:09:52 AM l Recess ........................... _ _._ __ ......................................... . ............................. . 
9:09:58 AM j 1Back··on .. fr,e record: ........................................ . 
····~j°:·{~f"fif°AM i Public Defender·-··--rR·eiiii°dy···:··pi°iiy°ing···reci:i°rd°ing of Ms. Manzo. Deftwiifbe· 
l \testifying. Ask that he approach the stand outside 
i ithe presence of the jury . 
.... iF26:"6":fAr11f""f c·aurf· .. ············· jwi11 address···the.}ury regarding .. fhe ... co'iri'm.eii.ts"fri .. the ..... 
l lvideo . 
.... if:·26":·1·i§'"A'rv1 iCouif .............. ____ Tc_o_u_rt-re_p_o_rt_er_w_i_ll_b_e·-re·-1-eav·e·cro(friins·cribing the ............. . 
!content of the video . 
.... ~.:.?.g.:.~.~ ... ~.~ ..... ?..?..~.~-----.... iJ_u_ry panel present in their proper place~.: ....................................... . 
9:21 :22 AM Court !Counsel stipulate . 
... 9:21.:31 ... AM_jCourt............. jAddresses the jury panel. ·--- ...................... . 
9:21 :38 AM l,,Court jstate has rested. Defense will be produce some 
\evidence . 
.... iF:i1· :50 Arvfli3ufiHc ... beien-de-r--f" ...................................................................... .. 
.... ~F22:36 AM jCourt········· jClerk - Defendant's E-x-hi-b-it-1-02_m_a-rk-e·-d-. --·· .. ···--··-
.... 9.:°2i:.44 AM jCou·rt......... jExhibit 102 is admitted with stipulation . 
... if·22·:·s4 AM :I'. co·urt··········-----..... i'---A-dvises the jury panel regarding the commerits··on ........ . 
jthe video 
9:23:46 AM Public Defender jPublishes. 
····e·:·2if··1·,fjiJif .. ·court"'..... iAddresses the jury panel. Admonishes the jury 
jpanel and they are excused to the jury room. 
____ _...!.................... . ............................................................................................................ . 
9:30:19 AM !Court !Deft sworn and takes the stand. 
9: 31 : 51 AM i Pu-b-li_c _D_e-fe_n_d_e_r --;.-; N_o_a_d __ dHonal testimony beyoncfthe ... de·ft:··--·-··-.................... . 
···9:32:38 AM Court iJury panel present in their proper places. 
9:32:48 AM Court j'c~ounsefstl'pui'ate·:····................. . ___ ....................... . 
····g·:°32·:·s·:fAM Court···"··.. . Witness has been previously sworn. 
-----+································ ........................ . 9:33:03 AM Public Defender Direct examination. 
, __ ...................................... ____ ....................... .. 
.... ~F35:3O AM. sfate Attor"i,ey.. Cross examination. 
9:37:58 AM State Attorney Requests side bar . 
................................................................................................................. _______ ........................................ . 
9:38:04 AM Court Side bar. 
9:39:26 AM State Attorney Cross examination continued. 
·--------................... .. 
9:46:26 AM Public Defender Nothing further . 
...................................................... ----·-----························· .............. . 
9:46:34 AM Public Defender Defense rests. 
·····=g=:4=6=: 3=7=A==M=-kC,-o_u_rt ____ -4Adcfreis"sei:; the jury_p_a_n_e_l. -----········ .................................... . 
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9:46:56 AM 1court !Admonishes the jury panel - are excused but can not 11eave the courthouse. 
9:47:35 AM ·court !Admonishes the jury panel - they are excused for the 
\break. 
9:48:26 AM Court , ___ ......... ...1~.~!.~.~-~~ ... ~.~.:.P~ ... ~.~-~n. .. ............... , __ , .. , ....................................... . 
.... 9:48.:'39 AM I court ... !Addresses counsel regarding the jury instructions. 
9:50:12 AM : ... :Court toiscussion between the Court and counsel 
regarding the lesser included offense. 1------+--------+--=----=-9: 51 :51 AM jRecess. 
11 :18:16 AM jCourt jRecalls case. 
11 : 18:21 AM !,,,.,,. Court ! Puts on the record regarding the discussions 
\between the Court and counsel off the record about 
_____ __..U_ury .. instructi?..~.~.: ........... ___ _ 
.. rr·1·Ef52 ... AM !Staie Attorney .... jStatements. ------------l 
11 :22:06 AM !State Attorney ft~fr, .. more obJecfio·ns:------............................................................... .. 
----+ 
11 :22: 15 AM! Public Defender No objections. 
11 :22:21 AM ! ....... Court Addresses the parties regarding jury instructions 18 
1and 19 need to be renumbered from 18 to 19 and 19 
!to 18. 
l-=1=1=:2=3=:=25===A=M=-ji--R_e_ce_s_s_. ---~'----------------...... .. 
11 :27:41 AM !Court jBack on the record . 
.. ff.ii°:43 AM (c·o·u·rt............. jJury panel present in their proper! .................................................. .. 
.. fl .. :·:ii:°44 AM j·c·o·u·rt .......... ___ !Counsel stipulate. 
11 :27:53 AM jCourt I Begins jury in,_s-tr-uc-ti-o-ns-.--------.......... . 
11 :39:20 AM jState Attorney !Closing argument. 
12:17:33 PM !Public Defender !Closing argument. 
12:18:20 PM !State Attorney )Objection. 
12:18:28 PM !Court !Addresses the jury panel. 
-----......... .. ...... ___ .... ____ ............ , .... .. 
12:18:33 PM jPublic Defender !Closing arguments continued. 
,~=.:::::::::=::::::'::=..l-------L-· __ ............ ___________ ............................................ . 
12:29:49 PM jState Attorney !Rebuttal arguments. 
12:37:54 PM !,.Court \Addresses the jury panel regarding the alternate 
Uuror. 
12:39:21 PM ·court jClerk pulls alternate. 
12:40:09 PM Court !Marshal sworn. 
12:40:23 PM Court iJury panel excused to deliberations. 
' 
12:40:49 PM Recess. , ___ .. __ 
---........ __ , 
12:42:22 PM Court Back on the record . 
..... ,----+--
2: 11 :01 PM Court Verdict has reached a verdict. 
----........................................... .. 
· 2: 12:00 PM Court Jury pa_~.~.~ ... P..~:~.~.~.! .. !.~ ... !~.:ir prop~~ ... P..~~.~~s. .. ..................... .. 
2: 12:29 PM Court Counsel stipulate. 
---------------! 2: 12:34 PM Court Addresses the jury panel. 
2:12:39 PM Court Reviews the verdict.. 
2:13:06 PM !Court Clerk reads the verdicts. 
I 
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2:14:51 PM !Court jTrue verdict. 
····2: 14:5i·P·M···-rsiaie.)(fforney :Waives poll. ________ ......................................................................... . 
2:15:01 PM7Public Defender 1Request the jury be polled. 
2: 15:03 PM !Court jclerk polls the jury. 
----................................ . 
-----·-·--·--············ 
.... ?..~ 16 :08 ~.~ .... l.~.~.~.~ ............... --.--ii ..... c_io_.sfri.ii.Tu·ry··rn·sfructia·n-s. ----_-_-_ -_-..................................................... . 
2:17:08 PM jCourt iJury panel excused. .. ...................................................... . 
2:17:38 PM jCourt 1Sentencing January 14, 2014 at 9:00 am. 
2: 18:02 PM !,,Court jAddresses the deft regarding the evaluator and the 
1 investigator. 
2:18:51 PM !.Public De-fe_n_d-er-----\Motion regarding Count 11- not withstanding the 
.......................................................................... l.~~~9-.!~!: .................... _________ ........................................................  
2: 19: 12 PM !,,.Court jAddresses the parties - Mr. Rolfsen to file a formal 
\motion and set for hearing . 
... 2:.1.9:48 PM iEnd. --7 ........................................ . 
····~2 •.. ~1.~9._:4:8··=P~M-1,.--- - 1-~~-:=~:~:~:~ - --·:=~- --- - ---~=-~=~= 
!,',,,,,,,,, I 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
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Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
HONORABLE RICHARD D. GREENWOOD 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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This is the case of State ofldaho v. SHAYNE RAY BURGESS. 
Is the State ready to proceed? 
Is the Defense reasy to proceed? 
The Jury commissioner has taken the roll of the jury. Those failing to appear have been 
noted and will be dealt with accordingly. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, you have been summoned as prospective jurors in the lawsuit now 
before us. The first thing we do in a trial is to select 12 jurors and, perhaps, one or two alternate 
jurors from among you. 
I am Richard D. Greenwood, the judge in charge of the courtroom and this trial. The 
deputy clerk of court, Kathleen Johnson, marks the trial exhibits and administers oaths to you 
jurors and to the witnesses. The bailiff, ______ _, will assist me in maintaining 
courtroom order and working with the jury. The Court reporter, Fran Casey, will keep a verbatim 
account of all matters of record during the trial. 
Each of you is qualified to serve as a juror of this court. This call upon your time does not 
frequently come to you, but is part of your obligation for your citizenship in this state and 
country. No one should avoid fulfilling this obligation except under the most pressing 
circumstances. Service on a jury is a civic and patriotic obligation which all good citizens should 
perform. 
Service on a jury affords you an opportunity to be a part of the judicial process, by which 
the legal affairs and liberties of your fellow men and women are. determined and protected under 
\ 
our form of government. You are being asked to perform one of the highest duties of citizenship, 
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that is, to sit in judgment on facts which will determine the guilt or innocence of persons charged 
with a crime. 
To assist you with the process of selection of a jury, I will introduce you to the parties and 
their lawyers and tell you in summary what this action is about. When I introduce an individual 
would you please stand and briefly face the jury panel and then retake your seat. 
The state of Idaho is the plaintiff in this action. The lawyer representing the state is 
Jonathan Medema, a member of the county prosecuting attorney's staff. 
The defendant in this action is SHAYNE RAY BURGESS. The lawyer representing Mr. 
Burgess is Eric Rolfsen. 
I will now read you the pertinent portion of the information which sets forth the charges 
against the defendant. The information is not to be considered as evidence but is a mere formal 
charge against the defendant. You must not consider it as evidence of guilt and you must not be 
influenced by the fact that charges have been filed. 
(READ INFORMATION) 
To these charges the Defendant has plead NOT GUILTY. 
Under our law and system of justice, every defendant is presumed to be innocent. This 
means two things. 
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant 
guilty. The state has that burden throughout the trial. The defendant 
is never required to prove his innocence, nor does the defendant 
ever have to produce any evidence at all. 
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a 
reasonable doubt. A reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or 
imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason and common sense. 
It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all the 
evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after considering all the 
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evidence you have a reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, 
you must find the defendant not guilty. 
As the judge in charge of this courtroom, it is my duty, at various times during the course 
of this trial, to instruct you as to the law that applies to this case. 
The duty of the jury is to determine the facts; to apply the law set forth in the instructions 
to those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In applying the Court's instructions as to the 
controlling law, you must follow those instructions regardless of your opinion of what the law is 
or what the law should be, or what any lawyer may state the law to be. 
During the course of this trial, including the jury selection process, you are instructed that 
you are not to discuss this case among yourselves or with anyone else, nor to form any opinion as 
to the merits of the case until after the case has been submitted to you for your determination. 
Nor should you attempt any investigation into the matter during breaks, nor by the use of the 
internet or otherwise. 
In a moment we will begin the voir dire examination. In this part of the jury selection, 
you will be asked questions touching on your qualifications to serve as jurors in this particular 
case. Voir dire examination is for the purpose of determining if your decision in this case would 
in any w~y be influenced by opinions which you now hold or by some personal experience or 
special knowledge which you may have concerning the subject matter to be tried. The object is to 
obtain twelve persons who will impartially try the issues of this case upon the evidence presented 
in this courtroom without being influenced by any other factors. 
Please understand that this questioning is not for the purpose of prying into your affairs 
for personal reasons but is only for the purpose of obtaining an impartial jury. 
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Each question has an important bearing upon your qualifications as a juror and each 
question is based upon a requirement of the law with respect to such qualifications. Each 
question is asked each of you, as though each of you were being questioned separately. 
If your answer to any question is yes, please raise your hand. You will then be asked to 
identify yourself by juror number. 
At this time I would instruct both sides to avoid repeating any question during this voir 
dire process which has al:r:eady been asked. I would ask counsel to note, however, that you 
certainly have the right to ask follow-up questions of any individual juror based upon that juror's 
response to any previous question. 
1 
The jury should be aware that during and following the voir dire examination one or more 
of you may be challenged. 
Each side has challenges "for cause", by which I mean that each side can ask that a juror 
be excused for a specific reason. In addition each side has a certain number of "peremptory 
challenges", by which I mean each side can challenge a juror and ask that he or she be excused 
without giving a reason therefor. If either side requests you be excused, please do not feel 
offended or feel that your honesty or integrity is being questioned. It is not. 
The clerk will now swear the entire jury panel for the voir dire examination. 
4 
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I. You have heard the charge made in the information against the defendant. 
Other than what I have told you, do any of you know anything about this case, either 
through your own personal knowledge, by discussion with anyone else or from radio, television 
or newspapers? 
SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS WHERE THERE 
IS KNOWLEDGE OF THE CHARGE: 
Do you have a state of mind with reference to the charges against 
this defendant which would in any way prevent you from acting 
with impartiality? 
Do you feel that you can eliminate and disregard everything that 
you have heard or read pertaining to this case and render an 
impartial verdict based solely upon the evidence presented in this 
courtroom? 
2. Are any of you related by blood or marriage to SHAYNE RAY BURGESS or do 
you know him from any business or social relationship? 
SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTION WHERE THERE IS 
KNOWLEDGE OF DEFENDANT: 
In which of those capacities have you known Mr. Burgess? 
Would your knowledge prevent you from acting with 
impartiality in this case? 
Would your knowledge cause you to give greater or lesser 
weight to any statement that he might make in this case by reason 
of such knowledge? 
3. The individual who signed the complaint in this matter is Greg H. Bower. Are 
any of you related by blood or marriage to Mr. Bower, or do you know him from any business or 
social relationship? 
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SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTION WHERE THERE IS 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMPLAINANT: 
In which of those capacities have you known him? 
Would your knowledge prevent you from acting with impartiality 
in this case? 
Would your knowledge cause you to give greater or lesser weight 
to any statement that he might make in this case by reason of such 
knowledge? 
4. Does the relationship of guardian and ward, attorney and client, master and 
servant, landlord and tenant, boarder or lodger exist between any of you and the victim or Mr. 
Bower? 
5. Are any of you a party in any civil action against Mr. Burgess? 
6. Have any of you ever complained against Mr. Burgess or been accused by Mr. 
Bower in a criminal prosecution? 
7. Have any of you ever formed or expressed an unqualified opinion that the 
defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, is guilty or not guilty of the offense charged? 
8. I have introduced you to the lawyers representing the parties. Are any ,of you 
related by blood or marriage to any of the lawyers or do any of you know the any of the lawyers . 
from any professional, business or social relationship? 
SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTION WHERE THERE IS 
KNOWLEDGE OF COUNSEL: 
Who do you know and how do you know them? 
Would your knowledge of them prevent you from acting with 
impartiality in this case? 
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Would your knowledge of them cause you to give greater or lesser weight to the evidence 
presented by them? 
10. Do any of you have a religious or moral position that would make it impossible to 
render judgment? 
11. Do any of you have any bias or prejudice either for or against them? 
12. I will now read to you the names of those who may possibly testify in this cause. I 
will read their names slowly and I ask that if you know any of them in any capacity that you 
immediately advise me of this fact. 
WITNESS LIST 
1. Officer Brett Bateman, Meridian Police Department 
Officer Thomas Erickson, Meridian Police Department 
Officer Jared Haustveit, Meridian Police Department 
Officer Matthew Parsons, Meridian Police Department 
Officer Adnan Rudan, Meridian Police Department 
Corporal Sam Ketchum, Idaho State Police 
Corporal Ed Robertson, Idaho State Police 
Troper Scott Tulleners, Idaho State Police 
Trooper Seth Uhlenkott, Idaho State Police 
Nathaniel Conein 
Sabrina Whitlock 
SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS WHERE THERE 
IS KNOWLEDGE OF POSSIBLE WITNESSES: 
In what capacity have you known [name of witness]? 
Do you feel you have a state of mind with reference to your 
knowledge of in the event of [his] [her] testifying in this cause 
which would prevent you from acting with impartiality? 
Would your relationship or knowledge of [name of witness] cause 
you to give greater or lesser weight to [his] [her] testimony by 
reason of such knowledge? 
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13. Are there any of you who are unwilling to follow my instructions to you, the jury, 
as to the law that you must apply in determining this case? 
14. Are there any of you, if selected as a juror in this case, who is unwilling or unable 
to render a fair and impartial verdict based upon the evidence presented in this courtroom and the 
law as instructed by the Court? 
15. Do any of you have any other reason why you cannot give this case your 
undivided attention and render a fair and impartial verdict? 
4 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you what 
will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be doing. At 
the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are to reach your decision. 
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's opening 
statement, the defense may make an opening statement, .or may wait until the state has presented 
its case. 
The state will offer evidence that it says will suppo_rt the charges against the defendant. 
The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the defense does present 
evidence~ the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is evidence offered to answer the 
defense's evidence. 
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the law. 
After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given time for 
closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to help you 
understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither are 
the closing arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to 
make your decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the 
exhibits admitted into evidence and any notes taken by you in court. 
/ 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
This criminal case has been brought by the state of Idaho. I will sometimes refer to the 
state as the prosecution. The state is represented at this trial by the prosecuting attorney, Mr. 
Jonathan Medema. The defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, is represented by his lawyer, Mr. 
Eric Rolfsen. 
The defendant is charged by the state of Idaho with violations of law. The charges 
against the defendant are contained in the Information. I will now read the pertinent portion of 
the Information and state the defendant's plea. 
[ READ INFORMATION] 
To these charges the defendant has plead NOT GUILTY. 
The Informatio:µ is simply a description of the charge; it is not evidence. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
U_nder our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. The 
presumption of innocence means two things. 
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that burden 
throughout the trial. The defendant is never required to prove his innocence, nor does the 
defen~ant ever have to produce any evidence at all. 
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable 
doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason and common sense. 
It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all the evidence, or from lack of 
evidence.· If after considering all the evidence you have a reasonable doubt about the defendant's 
guilt, you must find the defendant not guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to 
those facts, and in this way to decide the· case. In doing so, you must follow my instructions 
regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either side may state the 
law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The 
order in which the instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The 
law requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy 
nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these 
duties is vital to the administration of justice. 
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This 
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any 
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At 
times during the trial, an objection may be made to a· question asked by a witness, or to a witness' 
answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of 
law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be 
considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an 
exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not 
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have shown. 
Similarly: if I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it' out of 
-
your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations. 
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should 
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apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will excuse you 
from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any problems. You are 
not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and h~lp the 
trial run more smoothly. 
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct evidence" 
and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the 
evidence admitted in this trial. 
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of 
the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it. 
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you 
to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs 
you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you 
attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in 
making these decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations. 
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more witnesses 
may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the testimony of each 
witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness had to say. 
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on that 
. ' 
matter. · In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the 
qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are not 
bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled. 
2 
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.... 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am inclined to 
favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by any 
such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, qny 
opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief; what facts are or are not 
established; or what inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any expression of mine 
seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it. 
000096
INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must not 
in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to determine 
the appropriate penalty or punishment. 
000097
INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you do 
take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury room to 
decide the case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you do not hear other answers 
by witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury room. 
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and not 
be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one person the 
duty of taking notes for all of you. 
You should be aware that, although the court reporter makes a record of the proceedings, 
a transcript is not provided to you during deliberations. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
Each count charges a separate and distinct offense. You must decide each count 
separately on the evidence and the law that applies to it, uninfluenced by your decision as to any 
other count. The defendant may be found guilty or not guilty of any either or all of the offenses 
charged. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following instructions 
at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court during the day or when 
you leave the courtroom to go home at night. 
Do not discuss this case· during the trial with anyone, including any of the attorneys, 
parties, witnesses, your friends, or ·members of your family. "No discussion" also means no 
emailing, text messaging, tweeting, blogging, posting to electronic bulletin boards, and any other 
form of communication, electronic or otherwise. 
' Do not discuss this case with other jurors until you begin your deliberations at the end of 
the trial. Do not attempt to decide the case until you begin your deliberations. 
I will give you some form of this instruction every time we take a break. I do that not to 
insult you or because I don't think you are paying attention, but because experience has shown 
this is one of the hardest instructions for jurors to follow. I know of no other situation in our· 
culture where we ask strangers to sit together watching and listening to something, then go into a 
little room together and not talk about the one thing they have in common: what they just 
watched together. 
There are at least two reasons for this rule. The first is to help you keep an open mind. 
When Y'?u talk about things, you start to make decisions about them and it is extremely 
important that you not make any decisions about this case until you have heard all the evidence 
and all the rules for making your decisions, and you won't have that until the very end of the 
trial. The second reason for the rule is that we want all of you working together on this decision 
1 
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when you deliberate. If you have conversations in groups of two or three during the trial, you 
won't remember to repeat all of your thoughts and observations for the rest of your fellow jurors 
when you deliberate at the end of the trial. 
Ignore any attempted improper communication. If any person tries to talk to you about 
this case, tell that person that you cannot discuss the case because you are a juror. If that person 
persists, simply walk away and report the incident to the bailiff. 
Do not make any independent personal investigations into any facts or locations 
connecte~ with this case. Do . not look up any information from any source, including the 
I 
Internet. Do not communicate any private or special knowledge about any of the facts of this 
case to your fellow jurors. Do not read or listen to any news reports about this case or about 
anyone involved in this case, whether those reports are in newspapers or the Internet, or on radio 
or television. 
In our daily lives we may be used to looking for information on-line and to "Google" 
something as a matter of routine. Also, in a trial it can be very tempting for jurors to do their 
own research to make sure they are making the correct decision. You must resist that temptation 
for our system of justice to work as it should. I specifically instruct that you must decide the case 
only on the evidence received here in court. If you communicate with anyone about the case or 
do outside research during the trial it could cause us to have to start the trial over with new jurors 
and you could be held in contempt of court. 
While you are actually deliberating in the jury room, the bailiff will confiscate all cell 
phones and other means of electronic communications. Should you need to communicate with 
me or anyone else during the deliberations, please notify the bailiff. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to the law. 
Y, ou must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and 
ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some of the rules, you are 
bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my 
instruction that you must follow. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those facts 
to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence presented in 
the case. 
The evidence you are to consider consists of: 
1. sworn testimony of witnesses; 
2. exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and 
3. any facts to which the parties have stipulated. 
Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including: 
1. arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not 
witnesses. What they say in their opening statements, closing 
arguments and at other times is included to help you interpret the 
evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember them 
differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your 
memory; 
2. testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have 
been instructed to disregard; 
3. anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in 
sess10n. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
The original instructions and the exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They are part 
of the official court record. For this reason please do not alter them or mark on them in any way. 
You will be provied extra copies of the instructions for use which you may write upon or mark 
up. 
The instructions are numbered for convenience in referring to specific instructions. There 
may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there is, you should not concern 
yourselves about such gap. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you 
find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that precise 
date. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
, In order for the defendant to be guilty of Aggravated Assault upon Certain Personnel, the 
state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about March 2, 2013, 
2. in the state of Idaho, 
3: the defendant SHAYNE. RAY BURGESS committed an assault 
upon Meridian Police Officer Bateman 
4.' by holding a knife in a threatening manner which created a 
well-founded fear in Officer Bateman that such violence was 
imminent, and; 
5. the defendant committed that assault with a deadly weapon or by 
any means or force likely to produce great bodily harm, and 
6. at the time of the offense, Officer Bateman was a police officer, 
and 
7.· the defendant knew or had reason to know Officer Bateman was a 
police officer. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you 
must find. the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
An "assault" is committed when a person: 
(1) unlawfully attempts, with apparent ability, to commit a· violent 
injury on the person of another; or 
(2) intentionally and unlawfully threatens by word or act to do violence 
to the person of another, with an apparent ability to do so, and does 
some act which creates a well-founded fear in the other person that 
such violence is imminent. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
A "deadly weapon or instrument" is one likely to produce death or great bodily injury. It 
also includes any other object that is capable of being used in a deadly or dangerous manner if the 
person intends to use it as a weapon. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
Ir' your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of Aggravated Assault on 
Certain Personnel, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the 
included offense of Exhibition or Use of a Deadly Weapon. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Exhibition or Use of a Deadly Weapon, the state 
must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about March 2, 2013, 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant SHAYNE RAY BURGESS 
4. in the presence of two (2) or more persons, drew or 
exhibited any deadly weapon m a rude, angry and 
threatening manner; and 
5. it was not in necessary self-defense 
If, any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you 
must find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
If you find the defendant guilty of Aggravated Assault upon Certain Personnel, you must 
next consider whether the defendant displayed, used, threatened or attempted to use a deadly 
weapon in the commission of the crime. 
If you unanimously find beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant used, displayed, 
threatened with or attempted to use a deadly weapon in the commission of the above crime, then 
you must so indicate on the verdict form submitted to you. If, on the other hand, you cannot 
make such a finding, then you must make that indication on the verdict form. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Resisting Delaying or Obstructing an Officer, the 
state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about March 2, 2013, 
2. in the state ofldaho 
3. the defendant SHAYNE RAY BURGESS willfully 
4. resisted, delayed, obstructed 
5. Trooper Tulleners, a public officer, 
6. in the discharge, or attempt to discharge, any duty of 
Trooper Tulleners' s office. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you 
must find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
In order to show that the offense of Resisting Delaying or Obstructing a Public Officer 
was committed "willfully," the state must prove that the defendant knew: 
(1) that the person the defendant resisted, delayed, or 
obstructed was a public officer; and 
(2) that the public officer was attempting to perform, or was 
engaged in the performance of, some official duty. 
The word "duty" includes only the lawful and authorized acts of a public officer. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
The term "public officer" includes any officer or employee of the state government or any 
subdivision of the state. It includes all peace officers. 
The term "peace officer" includes a member of the Idaho State Police. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
It is for you, the jury, to determine from all the evidence in this case, applying the law as 
given in these instructions, whether defendant is guilty or not guilty of the offense charged or of 
any included offense. 
With respect to the facts alleged in Count I of the Information, the offense of Aggravated 
Assault upon Certain Personnel includes the offense of Exhibition or Use of a Deadly Weapon. 
It is possible for you to return on Count I any one, but only one of the following verdicts: 
___ GUILTY of Aggravated Assault upon Certain Personnel. 
___ GUILTY of Exhibition or Use of a Deadly Weapon. 
NOT GUILTY of Count I. 
---
When you are deliberating you should first consider the crime charged. You should 
consider the included offense only in the event the state has failed to convince you beyond a 
reasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt with respect to the crime charged. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to reach 
a verdict. Whether some of the instructions will apply depend upon your determination of the 
facts. You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of facts which you determine 
does not exist.. You must not conclude from the fact that an instruction has been given that the 
Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of some 
of the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts. In a few 
minutes counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you will retire to the jury 
room for your deliberations. 
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are important. It 
is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of your opinion on the 
case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the beginning, your sense of pride 
may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your position even if shown that it is wrong. 
Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can 
be no triumph except in the ascertainment and declaration of the truth. 
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making 
your individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the evidence 
you have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the law that relates to 
this case as contained in these instructions. 
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and 
change your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest discussion 
that your original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw and heard during 
the trial and the law as given you in these instructions. 
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the objective 
of reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of 
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., 
you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and 
consideration of the case with your fellow jurors. 
However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of 
evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels 
otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict. 
2 
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INSTRUCTION NO. __ _ 
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding officer, who will preside 
over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that the issues 
submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every juror has a chance to 
express himself or hers.elf upon each question. 
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the 
presiding juror will sign it and you will return it into open court. 
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise. 
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully 
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate with 
me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how the jury 
stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so. 
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you with 
these instructions. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
----
You have now completed your duties as jurors in this case and are discharged with the 
sincere thanks of this Court. The question may arise as to whether you may discuss this case 
with the attorneys or with anyone else. For your guidance, the Court instructs you that whether 
you talk to the attorneys, or to anyone else, is entirely your own decision. It is proper for you to 
discuss this case, if you wish to, but you are not required to do so, and you may choose not to 
discuss the case with anyone at all. If you choose to, you may tell them as much or as little as 
you like,· but you should be careful to respect the privacy and feelings of your fellow jurors. 
Remember that they understood their deliberations to be confidential. Therefore, you should 
limit your comments to your own perceptions and feelings. If anyone persists in discussing the 
case over your objection, or becomes critical of your service, either before or after any discussion 
has begun, please report it to me. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTtdQV 2 5 2013 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY oFCffl~TOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
, . By KATHY JOHNSON 
DEPUTY 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
VERDICT 
COUNT! 
As to the offense of COUNT I: AGGRAVATED ASSAULT ON CERTAIN 
PERSONNEL, 
we, the jury, unanimously fnd the defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS: 
NOT GUILTY 
----
GUILTY X 
If you have found SHAYNE RAY BURGESS not guilty of Aggravated Assault on 
Certain Personnel, you must answer the following portion of this verdict form. If you found 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS guilty of Aggravated Assault on Certain Personnel, you should not 
answer the question but should proceed to the Count II verdict form. 
As to the included offense in COUNT I OF EXHIBITION OR USE OF A DEADLY 
WEAPON, 
we, the jury, unanimously find the defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS: 
NOT GUILTY 
' ----
GUILTY 
ORIGINAL 
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Please sign the verdict form and proceed to the next.verdict. If this is your final verdict, 
advise the bailiff that you have finished. 
Dated this 2Z day of November, 2013. 
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· . NOV 2 5 2013· 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
. IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF By KAT~~~~HNSON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
VERDICT 
COUNT II 
If you have found SHAYNE RAY BURGESS guilty of the offense in Count I, you must 
. answer the following question. If you found SHAYNE RAY BURGESS not guilty of Count I, 
you do not have to answer the question but should return this verdict form unsigned when you 
have finished completing the other verdict forms. 
Did SHAYNE RAY BURGESS threaten or attempt, or both, to use a deadly weapon in 
the commission of the crime of which you found him guilty in Count I? 
YEs:L No: __ 
Please sign the verdict form and proceed to the next verdict. If this is your final verdict3 advise 
the bailiff that you have finished. 
· Dated this Z2- day ofNovember, 2013. 
ORIGINAL 
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NOV 2 5 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAByKAT~iP~~HNSON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
VERDICT 
COUNT III 
As to the offense of COUNT III: RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, we, 
the jury, unanimously find the defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS: 
NOT GUILTY 
----
GUILTY X 
Please sign the verdict form and proceed to the next verdict. If this is your final verdict, advise 
the bailiff that you have finished. 
Dated this 2,Z,_ day ofNovember, 2013. 
ORIGINAL 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
,.0 f!fl~";i 4~ 
AM·----r.P.M-~....,ui:..._-¥1-=~ 
DEC 1 t 2013 
CHRISTOPrlER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF 
ACQUITTAL 
COMES NOW, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, the above-named Defendant, by and 
through the Ada County Public Defender's office, Eric R. Rolfsen, hereby renews Defendant's 
Motion for Judgment of Acquittal pursuant to ICR 29( c ). 
After the close of the State's case, undersigned counsel made an oral motion to this Court 
to enter a judgment of acquittal as to Count II pursuant to ICR 29(a). The Court reserved its 
decision o~ said motion under ICR 29(b ). Subsequent to the jury's verdict of guilty, undersigned 
counsel renewed Defendant's motion under ICR 29(c) in open court. The Court, once again, 
reserved ruling upon said motion and preserved Defendant's motion to allow undersigned 
counsel to file a written motion at a later date. Defendant's Motion for Judgment of Acquittal 
pursuant to ICR 29( c) follows. 
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Defendant was convicted of Count II, Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission 
of a Crime, an enhancement under Idaho Code § 19-2520 to Count I, Aggravated Assault on 
Certain Personnel, which is a felony violation ofldaho Code§§ 18-915(1), 901(b). Idaho Code§ 
19-2520 does not authorize an enhancement of the crime in this statute. Idaho Code § 19-2520 
lists the crimes which may be enhanced and a violation of Idaho Code §§ 18-915(1), 901(b) is 
not listed. Under Idaho Code § 19-2520, any person convicted of a violation of the following 
sections who displayed, used, threatened, or attempted to use a firearm or other deadly weapon 
while committing or attempting to commit the following crimes, shall be sentenced to an 
extended term of imprisonment: 
a) Aggravated Assault defined (LC. § 18-905); 
b) Aggravated Battery defined (LC. § 18-907); 
c) Assault with Intent to Commit a Serious Felony defined (LC.§ 18-909); 
d) Battery with Intent to Commit a Serious Felony defined (LC. § 18-911); 
e) Burglary defined (LC.§ 18-1401); 
f) Lewd Conduct with Minor or Child under Sixteen (LC. §§ 18-1508(3), 18-1508(4), 
18-1508(5), 18-1508(6); 
g) Rescuing Prisoners (LC. § 18-2501); 
h) Escape by One Charged with or Convicted of a Felony (LC. § 18-2506); 
i) Degrees of Murder (LC.§ 18-4003); \ 
j) Manslaughter (LC. § 18-4006); 
k) Assault with Intent to Murder (LC.§ 18-4015); 
1) Kidnapping defined (LC.§ 18-4501); 
m) Mayhem defined (LC. § 18-5001); 
· n) Rape defined (LC. § 18-6101); 
o) Robbery defined (LC.§ 18-6501); 
p) Delivery, Manufacture or Possession of a Controlled Substance with Intent to Deliver 
(LC. § 37-2732(a)), or; 
q) Trafficking (LC. § 37-2732B). 
Therefore, the jury was not authorized to find Defendant guilty of the enhancement under 
Idaho law and Defendant hereby renews his motion for a judgment of acquittal as to Count II 
under ICR 29(a), (b), and (c~ 
DATED, this 11--t day of December 2013. 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
Eric R. Rolfsen 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this f[-1-½ day of December 2013, I mailed (served) a 
true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Jonathan M. Medema 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Interdepartmental Mail 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 3 
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• 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jonathan Medema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Id. 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO·---~~-~n.,....J,...._ 
A.M, ____ F_I~ zx : 
DEC 19 20f3 
,--HRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF 
ACQUITTAL 
COMES NOW, Jonathan M. Medema, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for 
the State of Idaho, and responds to the Defendant's Motion for Judgment of Acquittal 
filed on the 11th day of December, 2013. Defendant Burgess was charged by Information 
with Aggravated Assault on Certain Law Enforcement Personnel and a misdemeanor 
offense. The State also alleged certain facts which if proven would serve to enhance the 
maximum possible sentence on the felony offense. One of those allegations was that the 
Defendant used a deadly weapon in the commission of the felony offense alleged. The 
case proceeded to trial and the jury found that the State had proven all of the facts alleged 
in the Information. The jury's verdict included a finding that the defendant used a deadly 
weapon. 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
(BURGESS) Page 1 
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I 
f 
I 
Defendant Burgess now moves this court for a judgment of acquittal 
notwithstanding the jury's verdict to the contrary. 
Rule 29(c), LC.R. permits a court, after a jury has returned a verdict of guilty, to 
set aside the guilty verdict and enter a judgment of acquittal. Under Idaho Criminal Rule 
29, a trial court must enter a judgment of acquittal "if the evidence is insufficient to 
sustain a conviction of such offense or offenses." An LC.R. 29 motion must be denied if 
there is substantial and competent evidence sufficient to support a guilty verdict. State v. 
Hollon, 136 Idaho 499, 501, 36 P.3d 1287, 1289 (Ct.App.2001); State v. Willard, 129 
Idaho 827, 828, 933 P.2d 116, 117 (Ct.App.1997). 
Here the Defendant does not challenge the sufficiency of the evidence from which 
the jury concluded that the Defendant had used a deadly weapon in the commission of an 
aggravated assault upon a police officer. Defendant simply argues that because of the 
way the Information was written, he was convicted of a crime that is not enumerated in 
LC.§ 19-2520. Therefore, he cannot be sentenced to any extended term of incarceration 
pursuant to LC. § 19-2520. Rather than a Motion for Judgment of Acquittal pursuant to 
LC.R. 29(b), Defendant's motion is instead a Motion to Dismiss Count II pursuant to 
Rule 12(b )(2). Defendant is alleging that Count II simply fails to state a basis on which 
the court may impose an enhanced sentence because, Defendant asserts, that the crime 
which he was convicted of is not enumerated in LC.§ 19-2520. 
Resolution of this argument requires the Court to determine what crime the 
Defendant was convicted of. The Information accused Mr. Burgess in Count I of the 
crime of Aggravated Assault on Certain Law Enforcement Personnel, Felony, LC. § 18-
915(1), 901(b). The Information alleged in Count II that Mr. Burgess Used a Deadly 
Weapon in the commission of Count L 
The Idaho Code does not contain a crime entitled "Aggravated Assault on Certain 
Law Enforcement Personnel." Idaho Code § 18-901 (b) defines assault as an intentional 
and unlawful threat by word or act to do violence upon the person of another, coupled 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
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with an apparent ability to commit such violence, which causes a well-founded fear in 
such person that such violence is imminent. Without more, assault is a misdemeanor 
offense punishable by up to three months in jail. LC. § 18-902. However, Idaho Code§ 
18-905 defines the offense of Aggravated Assault to be any assault committed with a 
deadly weapon or instrument, with any acid or caustic chemical, or by means of force 
likely to produce great bodily harm. Aggravated Assault is a felony offense punishable 
by up to 5 years in the state prison. LC. § 18-906. 
Idaho Code§ 18-915(1) does not define a new criminal offense or offenses. It 
does not list additional acts that if done in isolation subject the actor to criminal 
sanctions. Idaho Code § 18-915 simply increases the maximum authorized penalty for 
any crime listed in Chapter 9 of Title 18 when that crime is committed upon certain 
personnel, including peace officers. How much the maximum penalty is increased , 
depends in part on which crime listed in Chapter 9 was violated and, at times, on the 
motivation of the person committing the crime and on some particulars about the status of 
the victim of the crime. Compare LC. §§s 18-915(2) and (3). 
In this case, the State alleged a violation of LC. § 18-915(1). That subsection 
provides as follows: 
Any person who commits a crime provided for in this chapter against or upon a 
... police officer ... and the perpetrator knows or has reason to know of the 
victim's status, the punishment shall be as follows: 
(a) For committing battery with intent to commit a serious felony, the 
punishment shall be imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed 
twenty-five (25) years. 
(b) For committing any other crime in this chapter the punishment shall be 
doubled that provided in the respective section, except as provided in 
subsections (2) and (3) of this section. 
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The Information specifically accused Mr. Burgess of committing an Aggravated 
Assault by intentionally and unlawfully and with the apparent ability threatening by word 
or act to do violence upon the person of an Officer Bateman by holding a knife in a 
threatening manner which created a well-founded fear in Officer Bateman that such 
violence was imminent. Thus Mr. Burgess was charged with Aggravated Assault and 
subject to a 5 year prison term if convicted. See I.C. §§s 18-901, 905, 906. 
The State also alleged the additional facts in Count I that Officer Bateman was a 
police officer and that Mr. Burgess knew or had reason to know that Officer Bateman 
was a police officer1• Therefore, the State was notifying Mr. Burgess that it was seeking 
to enhance the potential penalty on the Aggravated Assault from 5 years to 10 years 
pursuant to I.C. § 18-815(1)(b). The State chose to combine the accusation of the crime 
of Aggravated Assault and the allegation that aggravated assault was knowingly 
committed on the person of a police officer into a single count on the Information2. This 
may be because the Idaho Supreme Court has similarly chosen to combine such 
allegations in its approved pattern criminal jury instructions. See ICJI 1212C. 
Burgess alleges that because the State combined the factual allegations which 
constitute the crime of Aggravated Assault with the factual allegations that he knowingly 
committed such assault on a police officer, which would permit an enhanced sentence, 
the State has created a new crime called Aggravated Assault upon Certain Law 
Enforcement Personnel. Burgess claims because that new crime is not specifically 
enumerated in I.C. § 19-2520, he cannot be subject to an enhanced penalty, despite the 
1 The State also alleged that the assault occurred while Officer Bateman was engaged in the performance of 
his duties. This language, while necessary if the state was seeking to enhance a battery offense under I.C. 
§18-915(2)(b) or 915(3)(b), was unnecessary to enhance any penalty for assault and appears to be simply 
surplusage. The jury was not instructed on this additional language. Burgess did not object to the jury 
instructions as written. 
2 This choice carried some risks for the State. The jury was instructed that in order to convict Mr. Burgess 
of Count I, the State must prove that Officer Bateman was a police officer and Burgess knew he was a 
police officer at the time of the assault. Thus, the State risked the jury acquitting Burgess of the substantive 
crime of Aggravated Assault if the State failed to prove a fact that wasn't relevant to that substantive crime, 
but was only relevant to the sentence enhancement. The State likely did this because it feared asking the 
court to deviate from the Supreme Court's pattern jury instruction ICJI 1212. 
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jury's factual finding that he used a deadly weapon in the commission of the Aggravated 
Assault on Officer Bateman. 
The State agrees that I.C. § 19-2520 should be strictly construed and applies only 
to those crimes it enumerates. See generally, State v. Thompson, 101 Idaho 430,614 P.2d 
970 (1980). The State simply disagrees that by combining into a single Count in the 
Information the crime of Aggravated Assault with the sentencing enhancement that the 
assault was knowingly committed on the person of a police officer that the State has in 
fact alleged some new offense not listed in the Idaho Code. 
Essentially, Burgess argues that I.C. § 18-915 creates new crimes, separate and 
apart from the crime of Aggravated Assault or any other crimes listed in Chapter 9 of 
Title 18. A plain reading of the language ofl.C. § 18-915 refutes this argument. I.C. § 
18-915 specifically limits its application to persons who commit a crime provided for 
elsewhere in the chapter. One cannot violate I.C. § 18-915 without first violating some 
other criminal provision. Also, the penalty for violating § 18-915 is not fixed. It varies 
from 25 years when a person commits a battery with the intent to commit a serious felony 
upon the personnel listed, see I.C. § 18-915(1)(a), to 30 years for persons who commit an 
Aggravated Battery on the personnel listed, see I.C. § 18-908 and 915(1)(b), to 5 years 
for persons who commit certain types of battery offenses on a sheriff or police officer. 
See I.C. § 18-915(3). Clearly, I.C. § 18-915 does not create new criminal offenses. It 
simply enhances the penalty for other offenses when those other offenses are committed 
against certain personnel. 
In this case, the jury was instructed that, in order to convict Burgess of Count I, 
the State had to prove that the Defendant committed an assault upon Officer Bateman by 
holding a knife in a threatening manner which created a well-founded fear in Officer 
Bateman that such violence was imminent and that Burgess committed the assault with a 
deadly weapon or by means or force likely to produce great bodily harm. The jury 
convicted on Count I. This was sufficient to convict Burgess of Aggravated Assault. 
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In order to convict Burgess of Count II, the jury was instructed that the State had 
to prove Burgess used a deadly weapon in the commission of Count I ( as opposed to use 
of means or force likely to produce great bodily harm without a weapon). The jury 
convicted Burgess of Count II. As Burgess concedes in his argument, Aggravated 
Assault is specifically enumerated in LC. § 19-2520. This is sufficient to subject Burgess 
to the additional penalty for use of deadly weapon pursuant to LC.§ 19-2520. The fact 
that the State chose to include the additional factual allegation that the Aggravated 
Assault was knowingly committed on a police officer in Count I does not mean Burgess 
was convicted of some crime other than Aggravated Assault. 
Accepting Burgess's argument would lead to the odd result that a person who 
committed an Aggravated Assault on a person not listed in LC§ 18-915, but who used a 
deadly weapon in the commission of the aggravated assault, would be subject to a 
maximum possible penalty of 20 years - 5 years for the Aggravated Assault (LC. § 18-
906) and 15 years for the Use of a Deadly Weapon (LC. § 19-2520). The same person 
who committed an identical act with the identical deadly weapon upon the person of a 
judge or other protected person would only be subject to a maximum penalty of 10 years 
- 5 years for Aggravated Assault and an additional 5 years (total double the original 5) 
for the assault being Upon the Certain Personnel (LC. § 18-915(1)(b)). According to 
Burgess, the enhancement in LC§ 19-2520 would not apply. It certainly seems odd that 
the legislature would pass LC. § 18-915 increasing the maximum penalty for all the 
crimes listed in Chapter 9 when committed against certain personnel and, at the same 
time, effectively lower the maximum penalty for those Chapter 9 crimes committed on 
the same personnel when those crimes are committed with a deadly weapon. 
The jury convicted Mr. Burgess of Aggravated Assault. Therefore, he is subject to 
a potential penalty of 5 years. The jury additionally found that he committed that 
Aggravated Assault on a police officer. Therefore, Burgess is subject to double the 
normal maximum penalty. Therefore Mr. Burgess is subject to a maximum penalty of 10 
years because he committed an Aggravated Assault on a person he knew to be a police 
officer. The jury also found that Mr. Burgess used a deadly weapon in the commission of 
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the Aggravated Assault on the police officer. Because he chose to use a deadly weapon 
in the commission of that crime, Burgess is subject to an additional 15 years penalty. 
Nothing in the Idaho Code suggests that these penalties are mutually exclusive. This 
Court should deny Burgess's motion. 
,c;rl 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED This !.LL day of December, 2013 
GREG H. BOWER 
J na e ema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / °! day of December, 2013, I caused to be 
served, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon the individual(s) named below in the 
manner noted: 
Eric Rolfsen, Ada County Public Defender's Office, 200 W. Front St., Ste. 1107, Boise, 
ID 83702 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first 
class. 
fyl1y depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for 
pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
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Greenwood K Johnson 01.14.14 F Casey Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
2:56:53 PM +--- ICRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
2:56:55 PM Court ···················································tc·aTis···,:"iii"se··deft present in custody with ·co·u"r,sei···E·ric························ 
. Rolfsen. State's atty Jonathan Medema. 
-2-: 5-7-: 3_0_P_M_I C-o"i:i·rr····················································· Addresses the parties. . ................................................................. . 
. ___ .................................................. _____ .................................................................................................. . 
2:58:21 PM !Court __ sentencing - January 21, 2014. . ................................................................... . 
2:58:32 PM \Court Addresses the parties regarding the motion for judgment 
~ 
................................................ i ................................................ ___ ,of acquital. ----------····················································· 
-:~:~~:~ :~ 1::;:------*~i~;~; :::::::::::~~ :::4c:::;~;~~~:~n:t::n 
will pick the sentencing date following the motion. 
.......................... .. .......................................... . 
3:02:59 PM !End. 
···°:3·:·02:.59 .. PM···.--i ....-...... -...... -...... -... --··························· ···························------·-----················································· 
---.................................................................................... ____ ........................................ __ ................................ . 
3:02:59 PM I 
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Greenwood K Johnson 10.L·f .14 F Casey Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
4:57:12 PM j 1CRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
: 
4:57:21 PM ~ ..;court ·········rca"ii"is"··case deft"'present in custody with .. co"i:i"ri"sef"E.ric ...................... .. 
--........................................ ~.?..~!.~:n. State's atty Jonat.~.~.~ ... ~:~:.~.~.: ........................................................... . 
4:57:39 PM • Court Addresses counsel. 
----------.............................................................................. . 
4:57:56 PM Public Defender Argument on motion for judgment of acquital. 
5:02: 11 PM State Attorney Argument on motion. Not a judgment of acquital - is a 
........... __ .. _ i .......................... --.............. ~.?..!.!.~.~ ... !.?. ... ~ismiss. .. ................................ ______ ......................... .. 
-;~m-~~-1~~~:~':!':~~:!- --:~~I.:~ili:e;~~:.mo~~;:not changed tiisOPiniOn:-
····s":°iJfL°f~f P'fvf l ·court ................... be.nie's".ifie ... m.oiron. . .......................................... . 
5:06:15 PM icourt ·sentencing - February 11, 2014 at 9:00 am. 
5: 07: 16 PM f End. ................................... ................................... .. .......................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
5:07:16 PM I 
5:07:17 PM j 
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Greenwood K Johnson 0L..11.14 F Casey Courtroom503 
Time Speaker Note 
9:57:02 AM I jCRFE13.02864 State v. Shayne Burgess 
····g: 51: 04 A·M···-rc·a·u·it················· I Calls case deft present in custody with counsel Eric 
\Rolfsen. State's atty Jonathan Medema. 
..... • ........... .0,. 
9:57:16 AM jCourt !Reviews the file. 
10:00:08 AM I Court j Parties have received and reviewed the materials. No 
j corrections . 
.................................................................................... . ......... 
.. ~ . .9..:.9..~.:.?..?. ... ~-~_JCourt ...... I No testimoy or statements . 
10:00:32 AM I State Attorney Argument on recommendations. JOC - Aggravated Assault 
' 
\- enhanced - 5+5=10 yrs. Weapons inhancement - 5 yrs 
Hnterdeterminate consecutive. Misdemeanor charge - 6 
' 
! months jail and credit for time serve - consecutive to the 
[felony offenses. 
__ 1 _O_: 30_:_ 1_6. AM_! Court .... 1347 days credit. 
10:30:35 AM I State Attorney !Further argument on recommendations. 
"Tci":j"f:"s~fAM I Public""befender !Argument on recommendations. Retain jurisdiction . 
................................................ ~ ................................... , ............. 
10:37:49 AM jCourt INo legal cause shown. 
10:37:54 AM jCourt !Addresses the deft. 
.. ............... 
10:37:57 AM !Defendant ! Statement. 
"{o: 40: 01 A·M·Tc·ou·it······· .. ·············· ... . ........... !Addresses the deft . 
.... 
··1· o :48: 3i.A"Kifl"c·a·u·rt················ ICnt I - 4+3=7 yrs - use of deadly weapon - Cnt Ti -
! 
\enhanced - additional 5 yrs consecutive - 0+5=5 yrs. Cnt Ill 
!- 1 yr jail concurrent with Cnt I and 11. Credit for 347 days. 
\ 1000/1000 and standard cc. DNA sample and thumbprint 
!impression. 
"To: 52: 1 i)\M j co·u·rt················· !Advises the deft of his appeal rights. .. ......... 
"To":·s2:52 AM fE"i,d. 
.. .......... 
··10:52:5:fAM ! 
.............. .. ................ 
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FEB 11 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
By MERSIHA TAYL.al 
OEPUTV 
iN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
I • 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
DOB:
SSN: 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
AND COMMITMENT 
On February 11, 2014, Jonathan M. Medema, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the 
County of Ada, State ofldaho, and the defendant, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, with his 
' 
attorney, Eric R. Rolfsen, appeared before this Court for sentencing. The defendant was duly 
/ 
informed of the Information filed against him for the crimes of COUNT I: AGGRAVATED 
ASSAULT ON CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, FELONY, I.C. §18-
915(1), 901(b), COUNT II: USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN THE COMMISSION OF A 
CRIME, FELONY, I.C. §19-2520 and COUNT III: RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, LC. §18-705, committed on or about the 2nd day of March, 
2013 and the defendant having been found guilty of said crimes by a jury thereto on 
November 25, 2013: 
' 
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The defendant, and defendant's counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or 
reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant, and 
if the defendant, or defendant's counsel, wished to offer any evidence or to make a statement on 
behalf of the defendant, or to present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment; 
and the Court, having accepted such statements, and having found no legal cause or reason why 
judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant at this time; does render 
its judgment of conviction as follows, to-wit: 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant is 
guilty of the crimes of COUNT I: AGGRAVATED ASSAULT ON CERTAIN LAW 
ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, FELONY, LC. §18-915(1), 90l(b), COUNT II: USE OF A 
' DEADLY WEAPON IN THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, FE~ONY, LC. § 19-2520 and 
COUNT III: RESISTING-OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, LC. § 18-705, 
and that he be sentenced pursuant to the Uniform Sentence Law of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 
19-2513 as follows: 
ON COUNT I: 
To the custody of the State of Idaho Board of Correction for an aggregate term of 
seven (7) years: with the first four (4) years of the term to be FIXED, and with the remaining 
three (3) years of the term to be INDETERMINATE, with such sentence to commence 
immediately and to run consecutive to Count II. 
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ON COUNT II: 
To the custody of the State ofldaho Board of Correction for an aggregate term of five 
(5) years: with the first zero (0) years of the term to be FIXED, and with the remaining five (5) 
years of the term to be INDETERMINATE, with such sentence to commence immediately 
and run consecutive to Count I as enhanced to the sent~nce pronounced in Count L 
ON COUNT III: 
For a period of incarceration of one (1) year in the Ada County Jail to run concurrent 
' . 
with Count I and Count II. 
Pursuant to I.C. § 18-309, the defendant shall be given credit for the time already 
served upon the charge specified herein of three hundred forty-seven (347) days. 
The defendant shall submit a DNA sample and right thumbprint impression to 
authorities pursuant to LC.§ 19-5506 within ten (10) days of this Order. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to LC.§ 31-3201A(b) the defendant shall pay 
court costs in the amount of $17.50; County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the amount of 
$10.00 pursuant to I.C. § 31-4502; P.O.S.T. Academy fees in the amount of$15.00 pursuant to 
I.C. § 31-3201B; !STARS technology fee in the amount of$10.00 pursuant to LC.§ 31-3201(5); 
$75.00 reimbursement to the Victims Compensation Fund pursuant to LC.§ 72-1025; $37.00 
reimbursement to the Victims Compensation Fund pursuant to LC.§ 72-1025 on Count III, $3.00 
for the Peace Officer Temporary Disability Fund pursuant to LC.§ 72-1105; Emergency 
Surcharge Fee in the amount of $100 pursuant to LC. § 31-320 lH; Emergency Surcharge Free in 
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) 
the amount of $50.00 pursuant to LC. §31-3201H.on Count III, and $10.00 for the Victim 
Notification Fee (VINE) pursuant to LC. §31-3204, to be.paid through the Clerk of the District 
Court. 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendant be, ·and hereby is, assessed and ordered 
to pay a fine, on Counts I and II each, in the amount of$1,000.00, with $1,000.00 suspended. 
The defendant shall pay an amount to be d~termined by the Department of Correction, nC?t 
to exceed one hundred dollars ($100), for the cost of conducting the pre-sentence investigation 
and preparing the pre-sentence investigation report. The amount will be determined by the 
Department and paid by the defendant in accordance with the provisions of LC.§ 19-2516. 
. . 
The defendant shall be remanded to the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County, to be 
delivered FORTHWITH by him into the custody of the State of Idaho Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment 
to the Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the defendant. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
You, SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, are hereby notified that you have the right to appeal 
this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two 
( 42) days from the entry of this judgment. 
You are further notified that you have the right to be represented by an attorney in any 
appeal, that if you cannot afford to retain an attorney, one may be appointed at public expense. 
. \ 
Further, if you are a needy person, the costs of the appeal may be paid for by the State of 
Idaho. 
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If you have questions about your appeal rights, you should consult your present lawyer. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 11th day of February, 2014. 
.GREENWOOD 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
1 
2 I hereby certify that on the ~ay of February, 2014, I mailed (emailed) a true and 
3 correct copy of the within instrument to: 
4 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
5 VIA EMAIL 
6 ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
7 VIA EMAIL 
8 ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA EMAIL 
9 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
10 VIAEMAIL . 
11 
PSI DEPARTMENT. 
12 VIA EMAIL 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 CHRISTOPHERD. RJC1:{·' _ 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
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User: PRCURTAH 
Friday, March 8, 2013 
Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
. . 
':, 
. ~? 
Photo Taken: 2013-03-02 I I :0 I :00 
Name: BURGESS, SHAYNE RAY 
Case#: CR-FE-2013-0002864 
LE Number: 1050743 DOB: SSN
Weight: 140 Height: 510 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
Sex: M Race: B Eye Color: BRO Hair Color: BLK Facial Hair: 
Marks: SHOULDER, LEFT 
Scars: 
Tattoos: 
.RE\INSTALLS\InHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\SheriffiSI-IF MugshotProsecutor.r~ 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant 
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1) The above-named Appellant appeals against the above-named respondent to 
the Idaho Supreme Court from the final decision and order entered against 
him in the above-entitled action on February 11, 2014, the honorable Richard 
D. Greenwood, District Judge, presiding. 
2) That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to IAR 11(c)(1-10). 
3) A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the Appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any list of issues on appeal shall not 
prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal are: 
a) Was there sufficient evidence presented at trial to support the jury's 
finding of guilt? 
~ NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
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b) Did the District Court abuse its discretion by imposing an excessive 
sentence? 
c) Appellant asserts that Count II, Use of a Deadly Weapon During the 
. Commission of a Crime under I.C. § 19-2052, does not apply to I.C. §§ 
18-915.(1), 901(b), and was improperly used as an enhancement to 
Count I. Therefore, did the Court err by denying Appellant's Motion for 
Judgment of Acquittal 
4) There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of record that is 
sealed is the presentence investigation report (PSI). 
5) Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the entire 
reporter's standard transcript as defined in IAR 25(d). The Appellant also 
requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript: 
a) Jury Trial held November 20, 2013 (Court Reporter: Fran Casey. 
Estimated Pages: 300), this transcript should include: 
i. The voir dire examination of the jury. 
ii. The opening statements and closing arguments of counsel. 
iii. The conference on requested instructions, the objections of the 
parties on the instructions, and the court's ruling thereon. 
iv. The oral presentation by the court on written instructions given 
to the jury and reported by the reporter. 
v. Any hearings regarding questions from the jury during 
deliberations, return of the verdict, and any polling of the jury 
panel. 
b) Jury Trial held November 21, 2013 (Court Reporter: Tiffany Fisher. 
Estimated Pages: 50), this transcript should include the same 
additional portions of the reporter's transcript as outlined in paragraph 
5(a) above. 
c) Jury Trial held November 22, 2013 (Court Reporter: Fran Casey. 
Estimated Pages: 50), this transcript should include the same 
additional portions of the reporter's transcript as outlined in paragraph 
5(a) above 
d) Motion for Judgment of Acquittal hearing held January 21, 2014 (Court 
Reporter: Fran Casey. Estimated Pages: 50). 
e) Sentencing hearing held February 11, 2014 (Court Reporter: Fran 
Casey. Estimated Pages: 50). 
6) Clerk's Record. The Appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant 
to IAR 28(b)(2). The Appellant requests the following documents to be 
included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included 
under IAR 28(b)(2): 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 2 
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a) Any and all written requested jury instructions, written jury instructions 
given by the court, modified or not given jury instructions, depositions, 
briefs, memoranda, statements or affidavits considered by the court, or 
considered on any motion made therein, and memorandum opinions or 
decisions of the court. 
b) Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements, addenda to the PSI or other items offered at the 
sentencing hearing. 
7) I certify: 
a) That copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court 
Reporter(s) listed in paragraph 5 above. 
b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (IDAHO 
CODE§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, IAR 24(e)). 
c) That there is no appellant filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal 
case. (IDAHO CODE§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, IAR 23(a)(8)). 
d) That the Ada County Public Defender's office will be responsible for 
paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is indigent (IDAHO CODE 
§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, IAR 24(e)). 
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursu~ ~~R 20. 
DATED this · aay of February 2014. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Eric R. Rolfsen 
Attorney for Defendant 
3 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this .J/r2._ day of February 2014, I mailed (served) a 
true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Jonathan M. Medema 
Ada County Prosecutor's Office 
Interdepartmental Mail 
- Idaho Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
Joe R. Williams, Bldg., 4th Fir. 
Statehouse Mail 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 North Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Fran Casey 
Court Reporter 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Tiffany Fisher 
Court Reporter 
Interdepartmental Mail 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 4 
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A.M--Fl__,L:: \'.df2) 
MAR 14 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
Sy KATHY PATARO 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant 
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
DEP1JTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0002864 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
AP PELLA TE PUBLIC DEFENDER ON 
DIRECT APPEAL 
The above-named Appellant has elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above-
entitled matter. Appellant being indigent and having heretofore been represented by the 
Ada County Public Defender's office in the District Court, this Court finds that, under 
these circumstances, appointment of appellate counsel is justified. The Idaho State 
Appellate Public Defender shall be appointed to represent Appellant in all matters 
pertaining to the direct appeal. Ml'._ 
( ./ \l_ IN t_\[) 
SO ORDERED AND DATED this ___J_ day of February 2014. 
~ ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL 1 
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.'1' • 
Ir. \ '.. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
mailed one copy of the Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender on Direct 
Appeal as notice pursuant to the Idaho Rules to each of the parties of record in this 
case in envelopes addressed as follows: 
Idaho Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
Joe R. Williams Bldg., 4th Fir. 
Statehouse Mail 
Idaho Appellate Public Defender 
3050 N Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Jonathan M. Medema 
Ada County Prosecutor's Office 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Ada County Public Defender 
Attn: Jacob Precht 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Date:~~ \\\$1\\ 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL 2 
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Fax: 334-2616 
In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
NO.=--__________ ALEi5,:if--:-:--,,,.__ 
A.M,_ :~M.!/- 'cj0 = 
MAYO 7 2014 
CHA/STOPHER o 
By KELLE WEG:~t· Clerk 
DEPUTY 
State of Idaho 
Plaintiff-Respondent 
V 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Docket No. 41902-2014 
Shayne Ray Burgess, 
Defendant-Appellant 
Notice of Transcript Lodged 
Notice is hereby given that on April 16, 2014, 
I lodged one (1) original and three (3) copies of transcripts 360 pages in length, 
as listed below, for the above referenced appeal with 
the District Court Clerk of Ada County, Fourth Judicial District. 
'Fr7ces J. Casey,RPR,CSR.No. 696 
TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Day 1 of Trial - 11/20/13 
Day 3 of Trial - 11/22/13 
Motion for Judgment of Acquittal 1/21/14 
Sentencing 2/11/14 
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.'DO 
MAY O 7 2014 TO: Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
(208) 334-2616 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KELLE WEGENER 
DEPUTY 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
- - - - - - - - - - - x Docket No. 41902 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant-Appellant 
- - - X 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT OF 162 PAGES LODGED 
Appealed from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, 
Honorable Richard Greenwood, District Court Judge. 
This transcript contains: 
11-21-13 
DATE: May 5, 2014 
Tiffany Fisher, Officia 
Offi¢ 1 Court Reporter, 
Judge Melissa Moody 
Ada County Courthouse 
Jury Trial, Day 2 
Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 979 
Registered Professional Reporter 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41902 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being 
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal. "t should be noted, however, that the following 
exhibits will be retained at the District Court clerk's office and will be made available for 
viewing upon request. 
1. State's Exhibit 3 - Knife. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record: 
2. Presentence Investigation Report. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to 
the Record: 
I. Transcript of Preliminary Hearing held April 3, 2013, Boise, Idaho, filed May 1, 2013. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 8th day of May, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
,,,, ...... ,,,, 
,,,,, \\ lUDICl 1111,, 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,,' 'b..'\ •••••••• 1,l a',, 
Clerk of the District Cou.rf. _;;. •••• • ""'AT;• •• v, \ 
._ ',J • G .:,1 • ;..; -
: 0. .<,"(\9 • - -- "'\ .. ,.._ k ~ : c.;: c« ~- : c=; E 
~-0 : .... 
By_,_:;;...._--=--=~-f>r-'i,-":-*""'=--- \<'\ ~\\o : ~ : 
• y • (.., .. 
Deputy Clerk ~n •.. ..• ~ $ 
, u~ • •• ~ ' 
,, -rr> ••••••• C ,-. 
,, V /,A, ~'t, \<ti 
,,, ,r AND FO\\. ~ ,,, ,,, ,,, 
,., .... ,,,, 
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() () 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HONORABLE RICHARD D. GREENWOOD 
CLERK: KATHY JOHNSON 
CT REPTR: FRAN CASEY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) Case No. CRFE13.02864 
) 
SHAYNE BURGESS, ) 
) EXHIBIT LIST 
Defendant, ) 
) 
Counsel for- Plaintiff: Jonathan Medema 
Counsel for Defendant: Eric Rolfsen 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS 
1 Audio of Trooper Scott Tulleners Admitted 
2 Photograph of scene with defendant and officers Admitted 
3 Knife Admitted 
4 1st page of Officer Matthew Parsons report Marked -
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS 
100 Photograph of defendant's chest Admitted 
101 Photograph of bean bags Admitted 
102 Cell phone video from Ms. Manzo Admitted 
11.20.13 
11.21.13 
11. 21.13 
Objection 
11. 21.13 
11.21.13 
11.22.13 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41902 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: 
MAY o 8 20\4. 
--------
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
,,, ...... ,,,, 
CHRISTOPHER D. RIC:Ej,''' tii'tH l{flJ '•,,, 
Clerk of the District Cg_,~~'\ ........... '!~',,,.,. 
:; ,.<::::> ••• •• '< ,=, 
~ '-I • UE ST •• -
\[_ ~>re\~': • • • en • . . -By •...,: 
• .=:ti • 
- . ~. Deputy Clerk~ -~ •. IDAHO .• [): ,=, .... _ • • .,, .. 
-~ ~ . ~ 
- ~ •• •• A, .. 
,,~ ········ .:."-.,. . , -1,1, ,,§S"' ,, 
,,,,, 'lJ FOR AD~ c; ,,,,, 
,,,,.,, .. ,,,,, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
SHAYNE RAY BURGESS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41902 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction as, and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
26th day of February, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
,,, ...... ,,,, 
,,, JU ,,, 
CHRISTOPHER D. RI<;.N\. t>i'\~ ... Dtcl '•,,, 
. . :ii~~~ ••• •• ';</,; "' Clerk of the D1str1ct C~1::> •• • ••• ~ \ $ CJ •• ~\\t. STATS\~ ~ 
\( 
~
: E- i o~ i ~ : 
• OF· : ,a : 
B ~ .-. Y ·o • r., • ~ h .•""-i: Deputy Clerk ~ ½ •.. .• ~ $ 
.,..,.v •• •• t-~ 
,, 4- •••••••• r::)~ .. ~~ 
,,,,., '1No FOR i\U~ \,,,._ 
,,,,,, ....... ,,, 
